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Entrance of Graduates..........................Procession of the Nobles by Rimsky-Korsakov, Pomp and Circumstance by Elgar
Procession of Platform Party.................................................................Grand Marshal Antoinette M. Anastasia
Professor of Biological Sciences
“The Star-Spangled Banner”..................................................................................................Stephanie St. Clair-Budelman
Alumna, Class of 1999
Invocation.................................................................................................................The Reverend James Ferry
Catholic Ministries, Metropolitan Campus
Welcome..................................................................................................................J. Michael Adams
President
Conferring of Honorary Degrees.................................................................................President Adams
Doctor of Humane Letters..........................................................................................Jill Abramson
Zygmunt Wilf
Doctor of Humane Letters.........................................................................................Cory A. Booker
Commencement Address..............................................................................................Cory A. Booker
Recognition of FDU-Vancouver Graduates and Pinnacle Recipient Juliana Grossi Fiorentino........Cecil A. Abrahams
Provost, FDU-Vancouver
Presentation of Student Pinnacle Awards.........................................................................Kenneth Greene
Provost, College at Florham
Remarks......................................................................................................................Jessica Rose Dingman
Remarks......................................................................................................................Joseph J. Kiernan
Provost, Metropolitan Campus
Hoading of Doctoral Candidates..................................................................................President Adams and Provosts Greene and Kiernan
Doctor of Philosophy, Doctor of Psychology and Doctor of Nursing Practice..............Dean Patti Mills
Conferring of Degrees.................................................................................................President Adams and Christopher A. Capuano
University Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs
Maxwell Becton College of Arts and Sciences ..........................................................Dean Geoffrey S. Weinman
University College: Arts • Sciences • Professional Studies......................................Dean Patti Mills
School of Art and Media Studies/Lee Gildart and Oswald Haase School of Computer Sciences
Education/School of English, Philosophy and Humanities/School of History, Political Science
Engineering/School of Criminal Justice and Legal Studies/Peter Sammartino School of
and International Studies/School of Natural Sciences/Henry P. Becton School of Nursing and
Allied Health/School of Psychology/Institute for Math and Science
Silberman College of Business......................................................................................Dean William M. Moore
Anthony J. Petrocelli College of Continuing Studies.................................................Dean Kenneth T. Vehrkens
School of Administrative Science/International School of Hospitality and Tourism
Management/Public Administration Institute
Readers .......................................................................................................................Jennifer K. Lehr
Chair, Communication Studies Department, and
Associate Professor of Communication Studies, College at Florham
Remarks......................................................................................................................Morrine Auma Omolo
Remarks......................................................................................................................Joseph J. Kiernan
Provost, Metropolitan Campus
Alumni Welcome........................................................................................................John J. Carscadden
President, Alumni Association Board of Governors
“Alma Mater” and “Auld Lang Syne”............................................................................Stephanie St. Clair-Budelman
See page 9 for lyrics.
Benediction....................................................................................................................The Reverend Clemens Reinke
Protestant Ministries, Metropolitan Campus
Rabbi Ezra Weinberg
Jewish Ministries, Metropolitan Campus
Imam Mohamed El Filali
Islamic Ministries, Metropolitan Campus
Recessional................................................................................................................Medley of Classical Favorites
MARSHALS

Antoinette M. Anastasia  
*Grand Marshal*

Michelle McCroy Heins  
Vidal Lopez  
Jasmin Verem  
*Head Marshals*

Wladina Antoine  
Kathleen Azzaro  
Childerick Barthelus  
Yvonne Bodden  
Susan Boisnier  
Kevin Byrne  

Deborah Dobson  
Eamon Doherty  
Wendy Fasano  
Danushi Fernando  
Christine Ferro  
Mary Ford  
Donna Ganley  
Patricia Geehr  
Kristin Granade  
Maria Kocylowsky  
Stephanie Koempel  
Judith Kutzleb  
Lynn Lechner  
Tina LoPonte  
Robert McGrath  

David Mednick  
Alice Mills  
Lisetty Nigrinis  
Janet Rapisardi  
Anita Rivers  
Julie Ryan  
Darshan Shah  
Janette Shurdom  
Miriam Singer  
Lois Smart  
Robert Sorensen  
Jesse Swartz  
Andre Turner  
Michele Vaccaro

INTERNATIONAL FLAGS

The international flags displayed represent a cross section of the countries of origin of the University’s students. International students come from 80 countries that include: Afghanistan, Albania, Algeria, Antigua, Argentina, Australia, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria, Cameroon, Canada, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Croatia, Cyprus, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Egypt, Estonia, France, Germany, Ghana, Guinea, Haiti, Hungary, Iceland, India, Indonesia, Iran, Israel, Italy, Ivory Coast, Jamaica, Japan, Kenya, Kuwait, Latvia, Libya, Lithuania, Mexico, Moldova, Monaco, Mongolia, Nepal, Nigeria, Oman, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, Philippines, Romania, Russia, Saint Lucia, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, South Korea, Spain, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Syria, Tajikistan, Taiwan, Thailand, Trinidad and Tobago, Turkey, Uganda, Ukraine, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, Venezuela, Vietnam, Yemen Arab Republic, Zimbabwe.

DEGREE CANDIDATES

College at Florham degree candidates, see page 10.  
Metropolitan Campus degree candidates, see page 18.  
FDU-Vancouver degree candidates, see page 36.  
See inside back cover for arena seating plan.

Note: An undergraduate student whose cumulative grade point ratio (CGPR) for four years is 3.85 will receive his or her degree *summa cum laude*; if the CGPR is 3.67, *magna cum laude*; if the CGPR is 3.33, *cum laude*. Only weighted grades will be included in computing honors. Only the credits taken at Fairleigh Dickinson University, a minimum of 54 credits, will be used in this evaluation.

Due to time constraints associated with the printing of the programs, the honors listed therein were determined as of the end of the fall semester. The final listing for the commencement period will include those honors earned as of the completion of the spring semester, and diplomas will reflect this achievement.

This program does not represent an official list of certified graduates.
Jill Abramson
Doctor of Humane Letters

As a child growing up in New York’s Upper West Side, reading The New York Times was a way of life — your “religion,” as you often say. The newspaper was so revered by your family that, at one point, two copies were delivered to your home. “What The New York Times said was the absolute truth,” you later explained.

Your remarkable career took you away from New York and The New York Times, but both remained close to your heart. You became a stringer for Time magazine while still a student at Harvard University. After college, you did stints at NBC News, the American Lawyer and Legal Times, where you became editor at age 31. In 1988, you joined The Wall Street Journal’s Washington, D.C., bureau as an investigative reporter, eventually rising to deputy bureau chief.

You returned to your childhood roots in 1997 by landing a job at The New York Times as enterprise editor in Washington, D.C. Rising quickly, you became the paper’s Washington editor in 1999 and first woman Washington bureau chief in 2000. You proved to be both demanding and popular. “She was a great team leader, a loyal friend, someone you’d want in the trenches with you. But if you didn’t meet her high professional standards, you were not on her team,” said one reporter.

Coming home in 2003 to become the first woman managing editor at the Times, you commemorated the occasion by getting a tattoo on your shoulder of a New York City subway token inscribed with, “Good for one fare only.” You said it was “a perfect combination of a great philosophy and the city that I love and was born in.” Known for being tough, you proved it in 2007 — recovering from serious injuries and returning to work after being struck by a truck while walking in Manhattan.

In 2011, you took the helm as the first woman in the 160-year history of the Times to serve as executive editor, saying it was “the honor of my life” and like “ascending to Valhalla.”

Today, we are pleased to recognize your success and celebrate your historic achievement as the first woman to serve as top editor of the world’s most powerful newspaper. We applaud your leadership and your significance in this transitional moment for professional women.

Therefore, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Board of Trustees of Fairleigh Dickinson University, the faculty concurring, I hereby confer upon you the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa, with all the rights, privileges and responsibilities thereunto attached, and cause you to be invested with the hood appropriate to that degree.

Cory A. Booker
Doctor of Humane Letters

Your meteoric rise to national political prominence is not surprising to those who have followed that trajectory and applauded your spectacular — if sometimes unorthodox — efforts to transform the City of Newark, N.J.

In a PBS interview with journalist Bill Moyers, he said this of you: “Cory Booker had long been driven to save Newark. His commitment began when he left the comfortable suburbs to move into the city’s notorious Brick Towers housing project — now demolished — for eight years. As mayor, Booker has defied liberals and conservatives alike with innovations in every department of city government.”

You grew up in Harrington Park, an affluent and mostly white suburban town in Bergen County. You were the privileged son of Cary and Carolyn Booker, who were among the first black executives at IBM. A star football player at Stanford University, you graduated with an undergraduate degree in political science and a master’s in sociology. You won a prestigious Rhodes scholarship to study modern history at Queens College in Oxford, England, and went on to pursue a law degree at Yale University.

You became a catalyst for change by starting several free legal clinics for low-income residents of New Haven, Conn. In 1998, you entered the political arena with an upset victory to Newark Municipal Council over a four-term incumbent. Following a failed mayoral run to oust the city government in 2002, you ran again in 2006 and were elected by the largest margin in Newark’s history — carrying your entire slate of candidates for City Council to victory as well.

Your unwavering commitment, perseverance and remarkable achievements have not gone unnoticed. New York’s Yeshiva University awarded you an honorary degree “for your bold vision for Newark and setting a national standard for urban transformation.” Newark’s own New Jersey Institute of Technology honored you “for your outstanding career in public service as mayor of the City of Newark.”

You were named by Time magazine as one of the 100 most influential people in the world in 2011. In nominating you for that select group, Oprah Winfrey observed, “His enormous intelligence is surpassed only by his heart. He is compassionate, committed, charismatic and generous of spirit. He defines servant leader.”

Therefore, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Board of Trustees of Fairleigh Dickinson University, the faculty concurring, I hereby confer upon you the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, honoris causa, with all the rights, privileges and responsibilities thereunto attached, and cause you to be invested with the hood appropriate to that degree.
Zygmunt Wilf  
*Doctor of Humane Letters*

Two years ago, your alma mater recognized you with its prestigious Pinnacle Award, accorded to accomplished FDU graduates who make a difference in the world. There could be no more appropriate recipient of that honor. Your achievements have taken you to the top of the business world; your compassion and concern for others has been demonstrated by a humble dedication to community service and philanthropy seldom equaled.

Your beloved father and mother were both survivors of the Holocaust. Their experiences created an unbreakable bond of family unity and a heightened sense of social responsibility that would define your life’s work.

Your family immigrated to the United States in the early 1950s, shortly after your birth. By 1954, your father and brother founded Garden Homes, a real estate company. Two decades later, you joined the family business after earning your juris doctorate from New York Law School. Today, Garden Homes owns and manages more than 60,000 apartments and has built more than 40,000 for-sale homes. A subsidiary, Garden Commercial Properties, controls more than 26-million square feet of retail and commercial space.

In 2005, you embarked on yet another “family business” with the Minnesota Vikings football franchise. Together with your brother and a cousin, you own a controlling interest in the team; you serve as chairman of the board. The acquisition culminated your lifelong love of the sport and a family tradition of attending Giants games dating back more than a half century.

You have shared the wealth of your many successes through transformational gifts to educational institutions, human service agencies and Jewish welfare organizations and temples throughout New Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania. Your three family foundations have contributed millions of dollars to philanthropic causes.

You have lead and served with distinction as a board member of Yeshiva University, Albert Einstein College of Medicine and the Rabbinical College of America. Your honors include the Louis Brandeis Humanitarian Award of the Zionist Organization of America and the David Ben Gurion Peace Medal of State of Israel Bonds. And, lest we never forget the lessons of the past, you have honored the memory of your parents through your strong support of New Jersey’s acclaimed Holocaust education program.

Therefore, by virtue of the authority vested in me by the Board of Trustees of Fairleigh Dickinson University, the faculty concurring, I hereby confer upon you the degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, *honoris causa*, with all the rights, privileges and responsibilities thereunto attached, and cause you to be invested with the hood appropriate to that degree.

---

**Student Pinnacle Award**

**Jessica Rose Dingman** *College at Florham*

Jessica Rose Dingman, of Roxbury, N.J., is the first generation in her family to attend college — she is a biology major currently obtaining her master’s degree in FDU’s QUEST Program with a 3.96 grade point ratio. She is in the University Honors Program. Dingman has been the face of the Academic Support Center where she tutored for several science courses. She has run review sessions for both the Chemistry Club and for Tri-Beta, the biology honors society of which she is a member. Dingman is a sister of Phi Sigma Sigma where she has previously held the positions of recording and correspondence secretary and scholarship chair, which monitors the sisters’ academics and provides tutoring. With her sorority she volunteers in charities such as Relay for Life, various breast cancer walks and the local food pantry. She plans to teach middle-school science.

**Juliana Grossi Fiorentino** *FDU-Vancouver*

Juliana Grossi Fiorentino, of Belo Horizonte, Brazil, has played an active role on campus as president of the Students Association, a supportive orientation leader and a devoted member of the Sustainability Committee, where she helped develop strategies that create a sustainable campus environment. A Global Scholar, she engaged in volunteer work and participated in fundraising and social activities on and off campus. Fiorentino came to FDU-Vancouver with a degree in psychology from the Pontifical Catholic University in Brazil and continued her education with a B.A. in individualized studies with a concentration in business at FDU. She earned one of the highest grade point ratios of her graduating class and had her name on the Honor’s List in every semester. In addition, as a student worker, Fiorentino helped develop new marketing strategies and recruit students from Brazil. She now works as an admissions assistant on campus.

**Morrine Auma Omolo** *Metropolitan Campus*

Morrine Auma Omolo, an international student from Kenya, left her family and country to study biochemistry at FDU with a scholarship from Zawadi Africa, a non-governmental office that sponsors African women to study in the United States. Omolo has worked in the Admissions Office and for the dean of University College: Arts • Science • Professional Studies; volunteered at a hospital in the oncology wing; interned with Metropolitan Neurosurgeons at Englewood Hospital and FDU’s Office of Global Learning; mentored a sophomore student; and joined the Pre-health Professional’s Club. In the Student Government Association, as Auxiliary Services Committee of University Students senator, she helped coordinate the change of the meal plan and improved relations between students and the service providers. She is in the University Honors Program. Omolo plans to work for a year, return home and visit her family and then attend graduate school in the United States.
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Patrick J. Zenner, B.S., Creighton University; M.B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University, Chair
Robert M. Hallenbeck, B.S., St. Lawrence University; M.S., J.D., Syracuse University, Vice Chair
J. Michael Adams, B.S., Illinois State University, Normal; M.S., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Ph.D., Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
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Curtis R. Artis, B.S.E.E., Howard University; Advanced Management Program, Duke University
Gregory H. Olsen, B.S., B.S.E.E., M.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University; J.D., Catholic University
Brenda Blackmon, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Kenneth L. Brier, B.A., Ohio University (honors college); M.B.A., Southern Methodist University; M.P.A., Harvard University; diploma, U.S. Army War College
Guy F. Budinscak, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Antoinette C. Petrocelli, B.A., M.A., Hunter College, City University of New York
Robert T. Saltarelli, B.S., St. Peter's College
George J. Sella, Jr., B.S., Princeton University; M.B.A., Harvard University
John J. Carscadden, B.S., M.B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Stewart Krentzman, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Vincent J. Naimoli, B.S.M.E., Notre Dame University; J.D., Catholic University
Stewart Krentzman, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University; M.A., The New School
Rosemary Español, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University; M.A., C.W. Post College
Franklyn G. Jenifer, B.S., M.S., Howard University; Ph.D., University of Maryland
Stewart Krentzman, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University; M.A., The New School
Daniel C. Lewis, A.S., B.S., Purdue University; M.B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Winston I. Lowe, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University; J.D., Columbia University Law School
Donna DelPrete Marki, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University; J.D., Temple University
Vincent J. Naimoli, B.S.M.E., Notre Dame University; M.S.M.E., New Jersey Institute of Technology; M.B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University; Advanced Management Program, Harvard University
Gregory H. Olsen, B.S., B.S.E.E., M.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University; Ph.D., University of Virginia
William L. O'Neill, B.S., D.D.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Antoinette C. Petrocelli, B.A., M.A., Hunter College, City University of New York
Robert J. Pures, B.A., Fairleigh Dickinson University; M.B.A., Boston College
Robert T. Saltarelli, B.S., St. Peter's College
Paul C. Santucci, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Molly Easo Smith, B.A., M.A., University of Madras; Ph.D., Auburn University
Mary Kay Mastronardy Stratis, B.A., M.A.T., Fairleigh Dickinson University
S. “Skippy” Weinstein, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University; J.D., American University
Susan Welsh, A.S., Black Hawk College; D.C., Palmer College of Chiropractic; C.C.S.P., Logan College of Chiropractic; D.A.C.B.S.P., New York Chiropractic College

Trustees Emeriti

Elinor J. Ferdon, Mary A. Burnham School, Katharine Gibbs School
Edward L. Hennessy, Jr., B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University
George J. Sella, Jr., B.S., Princeton University; M.B.A., Harvard University
Herman H. Suenholz, B.S., Fairleigh Dickinson University
Josep Weber, B.S., Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey; M.S., New York University; Ph.D., Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey

THE PRESIDENT

Widely known for his commitment to international education and to fostering cross-cultural understanding, J. Michael Adams joined Fairleigh Dickinson University as president on July 1, 1999.

At the University, he has inspired a mission building on long-standing traditions. The mission — to prepare world citizens through global education — was adopted by the Board of Trustees and endorsed by the faculty in 2000. Since then, Adams has led the development of numerous initiatives designed to integrate the global mission throughout the University.

Prior to joining FDU, Adams served 15 years as academic dean of the Nesbitt College of Design Arts at Drexel University in Philadelphia, Pa. Adams led the transformation of Nesbitt College into one of the premier design schools in the United States.

He went to Drexel from the State University of New York at Oswego, where he served as chair of the department of industrial technology and professor of education. Adams also held positions as director of research development (1979 to 1981) and dean of the alumni college (1982 to 1984). From 1975 to 1976, he served as a U.S. Congressional Fellow.

The author of nine books, Adams’ publications and research cover a wide variety of topics including print, publishing, communication and career development as well as topics specific to higher education. His most recent book, Coming of Age in a Globalized World: The Next Generation, explores the impact of globalization and examines the case for world citizenship through global education.

Adams is active with many national and international education organizations. He was named president of the International Association of University Presidents (IAUP), 2011–2014. He also serves on the U.N./IAUP Commission on Disarmament Education, Conflict Resolution and Peace and is a National Council member of the United Nations Association of the United States of America. Adams also is a member of the Steering Committee of the World Bank's Researchers Alliance for Development.
Adams holds a B.S. from Illinois State University, Normal; an M.S. from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; and a Ph.D. from Southern Illinois University, Carbondale. In 1997, he attended Harvard University's Institute for Educational Management and, in 1999, Harvard's Institute for New Presidents.

PRESIDENTS OF FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON UNIVERSITY

Peter Sammartino, 1942–1968; Chancellor and President Emeritus, 1968–1992
J. Osborn Fuller, 1968–1974
Jerome M. Pollack, 1974–1983
Francis J. Mertz, 1990–1999; President Emeritus, 1999–present
J. Michael Adams, 1999–present

ADMINISTRATION

J. Michael Adams, President
Christopher A. Capuano, University Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs
Sheldon Drucker, Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
Richard P. Reiss, Senior Vice President for University Advancement
Hania Ferrara, Vice President for Finance and Treasurer
Richard A. Riccio, Vice President for Administration
Neal Sturm, Vice President and Chief Information Officer
Jonathan Wexler, Vice President for Enrollment Management
Kenneth Greene, Provost, College at Florham
Joseph J. Kiernan, Provost, Metropolitan Campus
Cecil A. Abrahams, Provost, FDU-Vancouver
John M. Codd, General Counsel
Nicholas D.J. Baldwin, Dean, Wroxton College
Patti Mills, Dean, University College: Arts • Sciences • Professional Studies
William M. Moore, Dean, Silberman College of Business
Kenneth T. Vehrkens, Dean, Anthony J. Petrocelli College of Continuing Studies
Geoffrey S. Weinman, Dean, Maxwell Becton College of Arts and Sciences
Ruth E. Nemire, Founding Dean, Medco School of Pharmacy
Michelle McCroy Heins, Dean of Students, Metropolitan Campus
Brian Mauro, Dean of Students, College at Florham

THE UNIVERSITY

Fairleigh Dickinson University looks back with tremendous pride to the accomplishments achieved and looks ahead to even greater levels of excellence.

Founded in 1942 by Dr. Peter Sammartino and his wife, Sylvia (Sally), Fairleigh Dickinson University has grown into the largest private university in New Jersey. More than 12,000 students from 44 states and 81 other countries are enrolled on the FDU's two campuses in New Jersey and its overseas campuses in Wroxton, England, and Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada.

Beginning as a two-year junior college in Rutherford, today the University offers nearly 100 degree programs at the associate, baccalaureate, master's and doctoral levels. Fairleigh Dickinson University strongly emphasizes an international component to its curriculum and provides its students with a global and multicultural perspective.

The University has consistently been an innovator, adapting to the changing educational demands of the students it serves. Responding to the need for higher education in northern New Jersey, the college expanded to a four-year curricula in 1948.

In 1954, the first graduate program — a master's degree in business administration — was offered, and Bergen Junior College in Teaneck was purchased as a second campus. In 1956, Fairleigh Dickinson attained university status. One year later, the beautiful 178-acre Vanderbilt-Twombly estate in Florham Park and Madison, New Jersey, was acquired to serve as another campus.

FDU became the first American university to own a campus in England when it acquired Wroxton College from Trinity College, Oxford University. Opened in 1965, Wroxton College offers American students an array of graduate and undergraduate programs as well as an enriching cultural experience. Formerly a 13th-century abbey, Wroxton College is now a beautifully restored and modernized Jacobean mansion.

Established in 1998, the Anthony J. Petrocelli College of Continuing Studies addresses the special educational needs of nontraditional students, including adult learners.

Over the years Fairleigh Dickinson University has maintained its commitment to broadening global horizons and fostering greater international understanding. In 2000, the Board of Trustees adopted a newly focused mission for FDU: to prepare students for world citizenship through global education.

In addition to Wroxton College, the University opened its second international campus in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, in fall 2007.

Each of the University campuses has developed a unique character and vitality. The Metropolitan Campus, located in Teaneck, features a university atmosphere with an international perspective attracting nearly
equal numbers of graduate and undergraduate students from throughout the United States and around the world. Fairleigh Dickinson’s College at Florham in suburban Madison offers a classical undergraduate and graduate experience for the contemporary world in a small college setting.

With the depth and breadth of its faculty and programs, Fairleigh Dickinson University has positioned itself as a quality, comprehensive private university serving the citizens of New Jersey and beyond.

CLASS OF 1962

The Fairleigh Dickinson University community is pleased to acknowledge and congratulate members of the class of 1962 as they celebrate a milestone this year — the 50th anniversary of their graduation.

TRADITIONALLY…

Traditions link the present to the past and the future. In addition to the academic customs exhibited in the Commencement ceremony, Fairleigh Dickinson University has several unique traditions on display today.

At Fairleigh Dickinson, the academic processional includes the bagpipers, a practice dating back to the University’s eighth commencement in 1951. Since then, it has become a tradition at graduation and other ceremonies for the pipers to play.

Other traditions recognize Fairleigh Dickinson University’s global and multicultural background. International flags have become a part of many ceremonies and events. Whenever a spiritual thought is appropriate, a diversity of views is presented. In addition to the singing of the “Alma Mater,” the University has returned to a tradition established by its founder, Peter Sammartino, of having all join in the singing of the time-honored “Auld Lang Syne.”

THE ACADEMIC COSTUME

The academic regalia worn by University officials and faculty at today’s Commencement ceremony are infrequently seen outside of formal academic occasions. The gowns, caps and hoods once were the regular apparel of European university students and faculty during the Middle Ages. At that time, both faculty and students were considered part of the clergy and were required to don the ecclesiastical dress, roba and caputum, patterned after the habit of the Benedictine Order. The regalia also served a practical purpose, providing warmth in the unheated stone buildings of most medieval universities.

In the United States, caps and gowns had been in limited use by colleges and universities since Colonial times. It was not until a century later that a widespread student movement resulted in the formal use of the attire at commencement ceremonies. Faculty members readily accepted the return to a dignified and traditional dress for graduations and soon extended the custom to other formal academic functions. By 1895, a uniform code for academic dress had been adopted in the United States, and although no formal worldwide standards have ever existed, certain basic and traditional elements are evident in most academic attire.

The Gowns

Participants in academic ceremonies are expected to wear the regalia to which they are entitled by virtue of the highest degree they hold.

Gowns worn by those with bachelor’s degrees are distinguishable by a semi-stiff yoke, long pleated front, intricate shirring across the shoulders and back and long pointed sleeves open at the wrists. The gown must be worn closed.

Master’s degree holders wear a similar gown of either silk or wool with the same yoke effect as the bachelor’s degree robe. The master’s gown may be worn either open or closed in the front. Other variations in the master’s degree gown include oblong and square cut sleeves closed at the wrists and an arc-like section of material in the front of the garment.

The doctor’s gown, also worn either open or closed, is usually made of silk and velvet with full and round sleeves open at the wrists. These gowns are distinguished by long velvet panels down the front of the gown and three horizontal velvet sleeve bars, which may be either black or the color distinctive of the academic discipline in which the individual holds the doctoral degree. Although the color of these gowns is traditionally black, some institutions have adopted robes in their school colors.

The Caps

The most familiar item of academic regalia is the Oxford or mortarboard cap with its distinctive tassel. Explanations of its origin include suggestions that its shape was inspired by the quadrangular Oxford campus or by the actual master workman’s mortarboard. Perhaps a more plausible theory is that it was designed flat and about the size of a scholar’s book for ease in carrying. Material for most caps varies from serge and broadcloth to rayon and silk, although caps worn by doctoral degree recipients may be of velvet.

The most distinctive feature of the cap is the tassel, which is positioned to hang from the left front quadrant of the cap. The tassel is black for bachelor’s and master’s degree holders, but gold for Ph.D.’s and the primary governing officials of an institution. While the mortarboard cap is used by the vast majority of institutions around the world, some schools have adopted a soft, square-topped cap, but still retain the tassel.
The Hoods

The most distinctive feature of academic attire, the hood lends color and definition to academic ceremonies. Once used as a head covering, a shoulder cape and even a receptacle for collecting alms in medieval times, the hood is now a purely ceremonial black shell of varying sizes and colored borders suspended from the shoulders and worn down the back.

The significance of academic hoods is symbolized in their varying lengths and the colors and thicknesses of their velvet linings and trim. The bachelor's hood, for example, is three feet long with a two-inch-wide velvet border. Master's degree recipients wear a hood three-and-a-half feet long with a three-inch border. Doctoral hoods are four feet long and have a five-inch-wide border.

More distinctive, however, are the colors of the hoods' inner linings and outer trim. The colors of the inner lining correspond to the colors of the institution conferring the degree, while the colors of the border designate the academic discipline in which the degree was granted. A representative listing includes:

Architecture ............................................................... Maize
Arts, Letters, Humanities ........................................... White
Commerce, Accountancy, Business ............................ Drab
Dentistry ................................................................. Lilac
Economics .............................................................. Copper
Education .................................................................... Light Blue
Engineering .................................................................. Orange
Fine Arts, including Architecture .............................. Brown
Forestry ......................................................................... Russet
Home Economics ....................................................... Maroon
Journalism ..................................................................... Crimson
Law .............................................................................. Purple
Library Science ........................................................ Lemon
Medicine and Allied Health ........................................ Green
Music ........................................................................... Pink
Nursing ......................................................................... Apricot
Oratory (Speech) ........................................................ Silver Gray
Pharmacy ....................................................................... Olive Green
Philosophy .................................................................... Dark Blue
Physical Education ...................................................... Sage Green
Public Administration, including Foreign Service ........ Peacock Blue
Public Health ............................................................. Salmon Pink
Science ......................................................................... Golden Yellow
Social Work .................................................................... Citron
Theology ....................................................................... Scarlet
Veterinary Science ..................................................... Gray

The Mace

The mace, a traditional symbol of authority, is carried in the academic procession by the grand marshal. The Fairleigh Dickinson University mace was presented to the University in 1957 by Mr. and Mrs. Leo Pollak of New York City. It is one of only three maces of its type in the United States and was purchased for the University from Seymour B. Wyler, author of The Book of Sheffield Plate and The Book of Old Silver.

A very rare example of 18th-century Sheffield plate, it was made in 1765 for the Riddell family and bears its crest. A member of that family was an English representative to the Holland town of Duysberg.

THE PRESIDENT’S MEDALLION

Along with the traditional academic regalia and trappings common to colleges and universities throughout the United States, most institutions also possess some unique or distinctive symbol of the presidential office that is conveyed through succeeding administrations. Fairleigh Dickinson University commissioned the design and crafting of a President’s Medallion for the inauguration of Robert H. Donaldson on March 29, 1985.

The President’s Medallion is in the form of a hexagonal shield, a variation of the University “Shield of Arms.” In the center of the Medallion is the gold-plated coat of arms. The motto, Fortiter et Suaviter (Bravely and Pleasurably), is engraved above the shield, and around it are engraved the words “Fairleigh Dickinson University 1942.” The gold-plated frame of the Medallion is surmounted by a crest consisting of buildings symbolizing the campuses.

Kurt J. Matzdorf, professor emeritus of gold and silversmithing at the State University of New York, College at New Paltz, and internationally known for his ceremonial and religious silver, designed and created the President’s Medallion.

ALMA MATER

Goodhart-Davis

Praise to thee, O Alma Mater, faithfully we sing,
Hear our joyful voices ringing, Fairleigh Dickinson.
Campus halls, that oft recall us, memories will bring,
Campus lights will ever guide us, when the day is done.

Chorus
Alma Mater, we will cherish each day of the years
We were privileged to spend here, tho’ our parting nears.

AULD LANG SYNE

Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot,
And years of auld lang syne?
For auld lang syne, my dear,
For auld lang syne.
We’ll take a cup of kindness yet,
For auld lang syne.
DEGREE CANDIDATES

The candidates from the College at Florham, Madison, New Jersey, who have qualified for their degrees during the 2011–2012 academic year are recommended to the Board of Trustees by the Faculty of Fairleigh Dickinson University for the degrees indicated.

MAXWELL BEC TON COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Master of Arts

May 2012

Denise Elaine Aguilar
Robert M. Berkman
Toni Patricia Bodrato
Christie Lee Calamito
Anna Costa
Deanna Marie V. DeBlasi
Linda Danielle De Lillo
Mark A. Durham
Christopher Matthew Finazzo
Khyla Rae Flores
Stephen J. Freedley, Jr.
Sheron A. Hansel
Robert Michael Johnson
Lindsay Rae Kania
Sasha Karcich
Timothy O’Brien Kauger
Mayya Kripitser
Elizabeth Ashley Lafaro
Jennifer A. McClendon
Patrick Moelk
Nancy Lynn Ridge
Antoinette Rondon
Allison Marie Woznak
Tian Zhang

Master of Arts

February 2012

Jodie Lynne Ahart
Ashley Elizabeth Aker
Yohselyn Alesandra Daniel Burns
Thomas Anthony Conklin
Alyssa Kristine Danzo
Jordan Lea DeGroat
Frank Joseph DiBella, III
Tim Fredrik E. Edquilag
Catherine Anne Fallon
Laura Margot Goldstein
Ian C. Johnson
Kristen Sara Lance
Danielle Heather Lewis
Candida M. Marques
Suzelle Carreira Marques
Jennifer Rose Misunas
Cynthia Jackson Mulit
Deisther Marie Muñoz
Matthew T. Navitski
Sylvannah Garnham Orr
Rebecca Leigh Ouellette
Reena N. Panchal
Allison Lee Paterson
Erin Brennan Ritter
Jason A. Rovetto
Melissa Ann Santucci
Mary Margaret Shashaty
Nelle George Soliman
Chelsea Marie Stellato
Christopher M. Weinstein
Lauren Patricia Wright

Master of Science

September 2011

Heidi Noelle Brotzman
Zachariah James Daum
Krista Marie Johnson
Laura A. Mahoney
Vanessa Claire Morgenthaler
Sharmy Pierre-Louis
Joanna Antonina Szczesna-Dos Santos
Carol Elyse Tudor
Viviana J. Villalobos
Courtney Elizabeth Volpe
Jordan Roth Wyatt
Angela Lynn Zimmermann

Master of Fine Arts

May 2012

Sharon Lynn Burns
Kimberlee D. Gerstman
Cara Jean Luecht
Leslie Ann Rakowicz
Latoya Shana Reid
Jennifer Christine Werner
Jennifer Yu

Master of Fine Arts

February 2012

Sean Patrick Doyle
Rebecca R. Fine-Firesheets
Pamela Nadine Harris
Marquita Sherie Hockaday
Stefán Strychar

Master of Fine Arts

September 2011

Peter Michael Barlow
Tara Elizabeth Benedetti
Elise Maren Johansen

Master of Science

May 2012

Sailaja Aluru
Ly-Ann Austin
Madhaviben Ajaybhai Bhatt
Justin David Breen
Snigdha Dasari
Govind Kale
Katherine Mae Lake
Rui Li
Khyati Naik
Jaiminiben Vikkal Patel
Jinalben Naranbhai Patel
Shivani Patel
Courtney Elizabeth Rella
Pooja Shah
Chaitanya Krishna Vallabhaneni

Master of Science

February 2012

Cynthia Laura Beatty
Mahesh Mathurdas Dobariya
Vanessa Francisca Maria Guedes
Madihah Saud Humoud
Lisa O. Oshiokpekhai
Sandip Devidas Patkar
Krishna Chandrakantbhai Patel
Monal Chetanbhai Patel
Pratik Hemantkumar Patel
Ashishkumar Shantilal Ramani
Sanjay Ratilal Ramani
Hardik Balwantbhai Ray
Brennie Marie Resetar
Jahnavi Nalakanti Phalguna Santa
Anitha Yerikareddy

Bachelor of Arts

May 2012

Ashley Nicole Ahearn
Samantha Nicole Aichele
Catherine JoAnn Alberto
Ian C. Johnson
Christina M. Auricchio
Christine Marie Baldassarre
Tina Marie Banta
Amanda Marie Baron
Sabrina Isaris Barone
Timothy A. Basarath
DeShawn Bellfield
Emmanuel K. Bernard
John Jay Berry, Jr.
Samantha Elizabeth Bird
Bhavna Shweta Blackman
Maureen Bonthera
Edward Thomas Boroszvich
Dale Jonathan Bouma, Jr.
Brittney Diane Brickner

* Sammartino Scholarship Recipient
Ronica Sorice  
Conor Woodward Stalvey  
Rebecca Lyn Summers  
magna cum laude  
Amy Jane Teeter  
Elizabeth Leigh Thompson  
summa cum laude  
Michele Lynn Tonge  
Marissa Leigh Torres  
Kimberly Nadine Tremblay  
cum laude  
Alison Leigh Treval  
Ashley Elizabeth Tuft  
magna cum laude  
Amanda Lynn Vacchio  
cum laude  
Brandon A. Valentine  
summa cum laude  
University Honors Program  
Gary Vesper  
cum laude  
Kimberly Lynn Wantz  
Jacob Frederick Wasiak  
Ashley Weber  
cum laude  
Diana Christine Weishoff  
Kevin C. Williams  
Arthur Michael Wilton  
magna cum laude  
Catherine Elizabeth Wrede  
cum laude  
Shuo Yang  
John Andrew Zahuta  
Jacob Brian Zychick

**Bachelor of Arts**

**February 2012**

Yetunde Oluwayemisi Adedoyin  
Jo Ann Leah Ashby  
cum laude  
Megan Louise Boyle  
Brittany Yané Byfield  
Karina Jamileth Arévalo Cruz  
Matthew Robert Dell Elba  
Lauren Sue Fabrizio  
cum laude  
Lauren Marie Fahey  
Kristin Anne Field  
magna cum laude  
Jason Sean Fluss  
Victoria Rose Francavilla  
Andrew Jacob Fullerton  
Jaclyn Leigh Gale  
Nicole Grace Gallo  
Augustus James Gatto  
Tara Jean Gilles  
magna cum laude  
Jillian Eve Hilowitz  
Sylina Margette Huynh  
Elana Brooke Jolton  
Lauren Ann Katz  
Kathleen Genevieve Kearns  
Alexandra Grace Lombardi

**Bachelor of Arts**

**September 2011**

Katsumi Alan  
summa cum laude  
Cassandra Lee Alessio  
cum laude  
Donna Elizabeth Anderle  
Matthew R. Corbett  
Brianne Faynor  
Tina Marie Fortunato  
Sara Taylor Franckowiak  
Brendon Michael Griffin  
Alexa Marie Guidone  
cum laude  
Emily Elizabeth Hollesen  
Sherika Shauna Lee Jones  
cum laude  
Lauren Elizabeth Kelly  
Matthew Davenport Kovacs  
summa cum laude  
Christopher Donald LaScola  
Alexandra Marie Lambertti  
Eric Abraham Lindner  
Jillian Paige Meszaros  
Danielle Mariann Molinari  
Namita Kimberly Nayyar  
Christopher Scott Nimbley  
Nicole Ojo-Ohikuare  
cum laude  
Divya Reddy  
Tracey S. Ross  
Kristen Anne Schuster  
Ashley E. Tury  
Russell Richard Young

College at Florham
Bachelor of Science

May 2012
Roxanna Abramova
Charlotte Amposah
Natacha Monteiro Antunes
cum laude
Adriana DaSilva Barroqueiro
summa cum laude
Ariel Lauren Biondo
Danielle Marie Centrella
summa cum laude
Alexander Griffin Churney
Craig Alexander Davis
Jessica Rose Dingman*
summa cum laude
University Honors Program
Joshua Lamar Dixon
Jennifer Lynn Figueroa
Christopher Steven Garces
Nicholas Goydish, IV
Thomas Robert Graciano
magna cum laude
Robert Joseph Hladik
Charlota Jurcik
Christian Thomas Abraham
Lester-Payne
Kristen Ann Lettenberger
Martha Ann Mahady
magna cum laude
Ashley Anne Markovic
magna cum laude
Sh’Raé Ezek Marshall
magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Spyros Archimedes Mavropoulos
summa cum laude
University Honors Program
Justine Marie Murray
Jonathan N. Panjwani
Thomas Joseph Pisano, Jr.
Samantha Paige Rojas
Khystyna Romanyszyn
summa cum laude
Mark Anthony Ruvo
Michael Adam Sanders
Kevin Girard Schuettler
Alexander Vadim Tess
magna cum laude
Julie Anna Titus
Angelina Melissa Toro
Christine Mary Uzzalino
Tien T. Vo

Bachelor of Science

February 2012
Nicole Robin Chin
cum laude
Janyne Catharine Di Biase
cum laude
Kimberly A. McGowan
cum laude
Richard Joseph Passanisi, Jr.
Robert J. Rosano

Bachelor of Science

September 2011
Melissa Collins
Brendan William Davis
Jessica Grace Dickinson
Andrew Thomas Miles
Amar R. Patel
Meha Manish Sheth
magna cum laude
Jasveen Singh
cum laude

SILBERMAN COLLEGE
OF BUSINESS

Master of Business
Administration
May 2012
Evan Robert Alonso
Lance Gardner Anderson
Richard Armitt
Sunanda V. Baviskar
Natalie Behman
Roberta Belfiore
Pamela Ann Bernier
Marjorie Patricia Blake
Debra Michelle Senatore Blunt
Rameswara Reddy Bobbitti
Kally Bougades
Mohammed Bouhiyate
Linda Hicks Cannilla
Eric Michael Chanowich
Marko D. Ciklic
Jason Aron Coglon
Mary Ellen Conforti
Michael Corpus
Daria Darios
Nilesh N. Dave
Piero Antonio DePass
Christopher Di Gioia
Lauren Elizabeth Doyle
Rebecca Ann Dudley
Zuzana Durisova
Christopher John Faison
Joy Elizabeth Felter
Brian Timothy Forsa
Jeffrey Andrew Galluzzo
Keith Allen Gottesman
Lindsay Victoria Grettner
Sarah Horn
Ryan C. Howell
Amir Maher Ibrahim
Nallasivan Inootherumthu
Brett W. Jackson
Victoria Isabel Jackson
Marta Ewa Jankowski
Brian Howard Jennings
Asya Klats
Shankar Anantrao Kulkarni
Madhavakumar Patro Kuntulu
Melissa Michael Mitchell
Amanda Marie Montesano
Thomas Scott Murphy
Christopher J. Nunziata
Danielle Anna Panas
Ani Patel
Nehal R. Patel
Daniel John Perciballi
Liana Jean Picanich
Leslie Margaret Pinto
Sriseshu Polavarapu
Usha R. Polavarapu
Brian Charles Prout
Handel Ricardo Pryce, Sr.

* Sammartino Scholarship Recipient
Master of Business Administration
September 2011
Shaun M. Brodsky
Anjali Tatta Fehon
Laura Penman Kirk
Althea Kitchens
Kelly Anne Lozito
Veronica Ann McGoldrick
Mark Dante Milano
Seth David Miller
Carolina Ortiz-Molina
Meera Patturajan
Gitanjali M. Reddy
Joseph Anthony Schoberl
Xiaoling Shen
Melina Gabrielle Tranchemontagne
Susan Marie Turner

Master of Science
May 2012
John Michael Anderson
Jennifer Leigh Bello
Mario A. Bermudez
Matthew L. Burke
Dawn Nicole Cammarato
Judd T. Carlton
Fei Chen
Alex Gregory Farinich
Anthony Raymond Gerber
Mitchell Harris Grossman
Catherine Leigh Hanson
Ryan Nathaniel Hennion
Frank W. Huelster
Lauren Nicole Jezewski
Meredith E. Kieser
Charissa Elizabeth Monroe
Madeleine Guevara Morales
Andrea Nodoro
Ali B. Saidi
Imran Ali Shaikh
Christopher David Wallis
Kandice L. Wentink

Bachelor of Science
May 2012
Aaron Benjamin Aguiar
summa cum laude
Mauricio Aguirre
Lauren Katharine Engle Albrecht
cum laude
Isaac R. Al-Husseini
David Russell Allison
cum laude
Nico I. Alvarado
Benjamin Balfour
Maestra Tamara Barnett
cum laude
Kathy E. Barr
Katherine Bari
Mia Batista
Jesse Batista
Briana Bean
cum laude
Giana Beltrami
Michael J. Berman
Eli Berman
Maggie Bernier
cum laude
Diana Besson
Samuel J. Bessey
Jordana R. Bifano
Jesse M. Bierer
cum laude
Ashley Bialkowski
Nicole Biron
K.M. Birtel
Christina Blakemore
cum laude
Jenna Bledsoe
Katie E. Blakesley
Maggie Blevins
Michele J. Boccia
cum laude
Katherine Blackburn
Jocelyn A. Block
Samantha Blom
Jaclyn M. Boland
cum laude
Jill Bloomberg
Lauren Bollinger
Kaitlynn A. Bonnet
Maggie Bongiorno
cum laude
Lori Bonum
Nicole M. Bosak
Daniel J. Bouman
catula
cum laude
Mackenzie Boulter
Katelynn Bouwman
Curtis M. Bower
Jesse Bower
Morgan A. Bowles
cum laude
Caitlin Brant
Chase Brandt
Lauren M. Brandon
Jill A. Brooks
cum laude
Leroy Brown
Kyle B. Brown
Trista M. Brown
cum laude
Audrey S. Brown
Jared W. Brown
Katherine K. Brown
Morgan N. Brown
cum laude

College at Florham
Jaclyn Marie Negro  
Ryan Bruce Newkirk  
稼 cum laude  
Gabrielle Christine Nole  
Romiel Sangouon Noumbissi  
Kasey Ryan Nugent  
Jonathan James O’Boyle  
Gilbert C. Olini  
Nicholas Edward Olivetti  
imagna cum laude  
Rachel Helen O’Neill  
Bianca Marie Pacheco  
Joseph Paino  
Paige Marie Papaioannou  
Hamand Parshad  
Nicholas Gerard Petrillo  
Joshua Scott Piscatelli  
John M. Polak  
Matthew Francis Popola  
Matthew Thomas Porr icelli  
imagna cum laude  
Daniel Joseph Pregno  
Brittany Leah Ravaschiere  
Alisha Jasmin Ricks  
cum laude  
Laura C. Rios  
imagna cum laude  
Stephen M. Roberts  
Kenneth Rosado  
John Anthony Joseph Ross  
Alex Saltzburg  
Freddy Nelson Sanchez  
cum laude  
Anthony Daniel Sansone  
Ashley Lynn Santos  
cum laude  
George Andrew Savaid es  
Steven Joseph Seminiero  
Louis Michael Senerchia  
Nicholas Aman Sharif  
Robert P. Smith  
Justin Talmage Stewart  
Keri Ann Stivale  
cum laude  
Matthew W. Surowiec  
Milosz Szpakowski  
Darnell Orlando Tillet t  
Brian James Wegman  
imagna cum laude  
Michael Patrick Winters  
Alexander J. Zaleski-Laba  
cum laude  
Steven Eugene Zander, Jr.  
cum laude  

Bachelor of Science  
February 2012  
Shireen Akbar  
cum laude  
Robert Alan Bailey, Jr.  
Heather Juliette Baligian  
cum laude  

Matthew L. Daspin  
cum laude  
Anthony Rocco Del Viscovo  
Mary Ann DiDia  
Matthew Robert Dizinno  
Michael Nathan Dorso  
Diana Lee Dunn an  
Brian R. Gonedes  
Lina M. González  
Catherine Leigh Hanson  
Tyquanna Kedeidre Hayes  
Pianca Jain  
cum laude  
Ryan Scott Kalish  
Danielle M. Kasyjanski  
John Elie Khater  
imagna cum laude  
Andrea Klein  
cum laude  
Vitaliy Kokhman  
Mercedes Elizabeth Kraus  
Jessica Nichole Lewis  
Peter Zachary Marotta  
Beth Ann Meinhold  
imagna cum laude  
Felix Melendez, III  
Charissa Elizabeth Monroe  
imagna cum laude  
Ian Charles Moore  
Madeleine Guevara Morales  
Meghan Nora O’Donnell  
cum laude  
Matthew David Perry  
Christopher Louis Scott  
Zachary Walter Siebecker  
cum laude  
Brandon Jon Smith  

Bachelor of Science  
September 2011  
Matthew Kevin Anderson  
Brian A. Buono  
Kenyatta-Tamer Teele Chambers  
Daniel Ciprut  
John J. Cruz  
Justine Brooke DeRose  
Kyle Lawrence Emery  
Robert Faiges, Jr.  
cum laude  
Steven L. González  
Jessica Goodhand  
Amanda Michelle Gray  
cum laude  
John R. Hancock  
David Naringi  
cum laude  
Marco Cory Patella  
Robert Patrick Roberts, Jr.  
Kyle Rothschild  
Parissa Safari  
Andrew Michael Sparacio  
Michael Anthony Zangrillo
ANTHONY J. PETROCELLI COLLEGE OF CONTINUING STUDIES

Bachelor of Science
May 2012
Victor Emilio Alvarado magna cum laude
Agita Bergmane cum laude
Jenna Breann Bongiovanni
David D. Brown magna cum laude
Matthew R. Clements magna cum laude
Theresa Anne Dill cum laude
Feras S. Erksousi magna cum laude
Thomas Bernt Gunnesson magna cum laude
Christopher Michael Henschel magna cum laude
Jonathan Neil Kinne magna cum laude
Katherine Gabriela Mendez Larez magna cum laude
Joseph Luca Masucci magna cum laude
Thomas Nieves magna cum laude
Sean Edward Norton magna cum laude
Nicole A. Saiz magna cum laude
Anthony Ralph Sarcone magna cum laude
Anassa Nujana Tulloch magna cum laude
Meghan Kathleen Zaccardi magna cum laude

Bachelor of Arts
February 2012
Celeste Fondaco magna cum laude
James Edward Gerity magna cum laude
Kylea Quinn Johnson magna cum laude
Adam Ross Marcus magna cum laude
Rachel S. Novy magna cum laude

Bachelor of Arts
September 2011
Wai Sung Cheng
Jacqueline Marie D’Urso magna cum laude
Katherine Liriano magna cum laude
Troy Sylvester Pais magna cum laude
Daniel Stella magna cum laude
Adam J. Warman magna cum laude

INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF HOSPITALITY AND TOURISM MANAGEMENT

Master of Science
May 2012
Daheba S. Reid magna cum laude
Elana Rachel Schulefand magna cum laude
Jacqueline Corazon Carmen Caguiat magna cum laude

Bachelor of Science
May 2012
Bryan Adelson magna cum laude
Courtney Ann Bishop magna cum laude
Hayden Levy Cohen magna cum laude
Lauren Anne Guenther magna cum laude
Elisabeth Luise Hilzen magna cum laude
Stefannie Koneski magna cum laude
Dana Lynn Kurydla magna cum laude
Matthew Thomas LaTorre magna cum laude
Andrew Thomas Molitoris magna cum laude
Jillian Mariele Oresky-Weston magna cum laude
Melanie Fox Pierson magna cum laude
Maureen Jean Shaughnessy magna cum laude
Alexia Ana Strang-Wolf magna cum laude
Kelly Suzanne Thomas magna cum laude
Elizabeth A. Whitener magna cum laude

Bachelor of Science
February 2012
Christopher Joseph Cucuzza magna cum laude
Michael Patrick Gill magna cum laude
Samantha L. Lincoln magna cum laude
Trevor Andrew Robbins magna cum laude

Bachelor of Science
September 2011
Kristen Lynn Cavalieri magna cum laude

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE: ARTS • SCIENCES • PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

PETER SAMMARTINO SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Master of Arts in Teaching
May 2012
Rachel Ann Bagley magna cum laude
Rebecca Marie Baker magna cum laude
Jeremy Ryan Barnes magna cum laude
Julie Susan Bernhard magna cum laude
Gina Marie Bianco magna cum laude
Megan Louise Boyle magna cum laude
Laura A. Campione magna cum laude
Maria C. Chaves magna cum laude
Agnes Mary Cuccaro magna cum laude
Erika Kimberly Depelteau magna cum laude
Ashley Ann Derdzikowski magna cum laude
Candice Leigh Duckworth magna cum laude
Renée Dawn Fabbricatore magna cum laude
Brianne Faynor magna cum laude
Andrew Jacob Fullerton magna cum laude
Stephanie Jaclyn Gentile magna cum laude
Amanda Michelle Gray magna cum laude
David Alan Griffith magna cum laude
Bryant Davis Hatch magna cum laude
Amy Lynn Horter magna cum laude
Stephen Donald Liloia magna cum laude
Eric Hamilton Mailler magna cum laude
Patricia Brennan Manhart magna cum laude
Mario Florentino Maullon magna cum laude
Amanda Marie McCobb magna cum laude
Sharone Nicole McMillan magna cum laude
Danielle Mariann Molinari magna cum laude
Nina Joyce Packie magna cum laude
Megan L. Papera magna cum laude
Emily Elizabeth Penrose magna cum laude
Stephanie Ann Prol magna cum laude
Jennifer Anne Reed magna cum laude
Christina Anna Reneo magna cum laude
Karina Rodriguez magna cum laude
Melanie Frances Sackie magna cum laude
Stefanie Laura Sanzari magna cum laude
Marcie Lynn Schlanger magna cum laude
Kara Vaughn Schumacher magna cum laude
Brittany Rae Schwartz magna cum laude
Ian James Scott magna cum laude
Myndi Barbara Smithers magna cum laude
Alisia Marie Theissen magna cum laude
Colby James Thompson magna cum laude
Daniella Triggs magna cum laude
Ashley E. Tury magna cum laude
Shannon Marie Weber magna cum laude
Amanda Theresa Wlodarski magna cum laude
Brittany Stanford magna cum laude
Wendy Louise White magna cum laude
Colby James Thompson magna cum laude
Daniella Triggs magna cum laude
Ashley E. Tury magna cum laude
Shannon Marie Weber magna cum laude
Amanda Theresa Wlodarski magna cum laude

Master of Arts in Teaching
February 2012
Michelina Elizabeth Aichele magna cum laude
Christina Marie Apruzzese magna cum laude

* Sammartino Scholarship Recipient
Deanne Lynn Cleary
Andrea Lauren Cohen
Lauren Marie Favara
Jamie Lynne Greifenberger
Lauren Katherine Hansen
Kristen Leigh Krasinski
Lyndsey Brooke Krumholz
Dana Nolan Mazza
Jonathan J. Paduano
Christine Marie Pellegrino
Tara L. Sullivan
Simone Thomas

Master of Arts in Teaching
September 2011
Carolyn Marie Albino
Kayla Marie Kays
Benjamin Leo Lindeman, Jr.
Mindi Leigh Martins
Terra Marie Meierdierck
Brianne Taylor O’Brien
Metropolitan Campus

DEGREE CANDIDATES
The candidates from the Metropolitan Campus, Teaneck, New Jersey, who have qualified for their degrees during the 2011–2012 academic year are recommended to the Board of Trustees by the Faculty of Fairleigh Dickinson University for the degrees indicated.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE:
ARTS • SCIENCES • PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

SCHOOL OF ART
AND MEDIA STUDIES

Master of Arts
May 2012
Jeanamarie deCarlos
Branding Michelle Gil
Tiffany Marie Johnson
Chrsity Ann Keklak
Lauren Marie Kilson
Soooseon Kim
Lubica Marenoski
Christina Mary Martine
Christina Marie Moore
Rinagrace Bag Bapang
Lisa Ann Stolarz
Edwin Omar Tejada

Master of Arts
February 2012
Michael Conic Bailey
Angela DePoalo
Alexandros Galinos
Kelly Elizabeth Martin
Kenneth William O’Boyle
Caressa Mary Sanford
Sean Bryan Stonefield
Mine Ugurlu
Jamie-Nichole Ware
Yingyi Zhang

Master of Arts
September 2011
Mai Abdulaziz Alnowaiser
Matthew P. Quayle

Bachelor of Arts
May 2012
Alyssa Joy Adler
Cindy Balloutine
Caitlin Jean Barolet Bradac
Alyssa Marie Covino
Chanthal Odlanyer Garcia
Jennifer Gomez
Keith Richard Griffiths

Lauren Anne Hamilton
Matthew Scott Holsman
Angela Kim
Ryan Matthew Kresky
Jules Lyons-Syne
Christina Mary Martine
Carolina Marie McCann
Alisha Renee Mondesir

University Honors Program
Jessica Vritaniss Orellana
Tunza Katheena Paul
Allairejane Primiano
Holly Marie Salvemini
Kelsey Patrice Semler
Christina Rae Simeone
Peter R. Todd
Esther Wallace
Jason Hunter Wells
Sarah Elizabeth Willey

Bachelor of Arts
February 2012
Nazi Yelda Baristiran
George Alexander Bermeo
Claudia Francesca Clark
Andrew James Gonzalez
Amber Nicole Gonzalez-Clybourn
Lauren Marie Kilson
Lara Marie
Laurabeth Parent
Khaliif Yasirr Parsons
Michele Sarafian

Bachelor of Arts
September 2011
Crystal Stephanie Garcia
Adrienne Barraquias Ocariza

LEE GILDART AND OSWALD HAASE SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING

Master of Science
May 2012
Tiji Rachel Abraham
Ramya Sree Addagatla
Faisal Nasser Alzaagi
Abhilash Bandar
Rutvij Y. Bhatt
Kevin Douglas Bonner, II
Adithya Dasari
Sushmita Eldandi
Thamir Abdulfattah Emam

Christopher Francois
Vinoth Gopalsamy
Yash Gupta
Ashish Ashok Hegelaonkar
Jie Jia
Anil Reddy Kamtam
Swathi Goud Kurremla
Dileesh Kuthuru
James C. Litterini
Srilakshmi Madala
Paul Jude Marsh
Swetha Nalla
Philip Anthony Nazzaro
Rohan Bharathbhai Patel
Deepak Raj
Sandeep Reddy Sathi
Mukund Arjunkumar Shah
Mary L. Sharpe-McCreedy
Naga Venkata Lakshmi Sahitya Surapaneni
Abdul Salam Syed
Bharath Kumar Uppalapati
Harini Velma

Master of Science
February 2012
Fatima Ali Hasan Aljanobi
Mansour Khaled Almansour
Roberto Burgos
Harshit Jitesh Kumar Chokshi
Ofr K. Davidesko
Martin Andrew Granger, Jr.
Hardik B. Khamar
Kanan Jayprakash Patel
Prathima Peddi
Bharadwaja Ravi
Ketuben Prakashchandra Shah

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
May 2012
Vipulkumar B. Bharpoda
Pranav Chandra Reddy Bussu
Sinuhe Disla
Carine Reda Salib Girgis
Vaishnavi Kovvuru
Maaz Ali Mohammed
Sarpa Vindhya Nucharla
Ankita Saverdekar
Richie Raj Gopal Takakkapally

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
February 2012
Hema Venkata Phani Kumar
Kalipatnapu
Janki Jayesh Patel
Mehulkumar Maganbhai Patel

Bachelor of Arts
May 2012
Amir A. Griffin
Bachelor of Science
February 2012
Fred Clark, Jr.
cum laude
University Honors Program
George John Diercks, Jr.

Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering Technology
May 2012
Jorge Leonardo Taboada Rojano

Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering Technology
February 2012
Benson Mak

SCHOOL OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND LEGAL STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
May 2012
Mario G. Bai
cum laude
Timothy John Bailey, Jr.
cum laude
Lauren Elizabeth Balacity
cum laude
Akinwale O. Collins
cum laude
Molly Thérèse Dixon
cum laude
Michael B. Eliasen
cum laude
Naomi Sara Eliyahu
cum laude
Nicholas Alexander Gonski
cum laude
Melissa Isabel Landivar
cum laude
Sequan Monique McClough
cum laude
Erica Lauren McKeirhan
cum laude
Dataya J. McRoy
cum laude
Michael Raymond Mullen
cum laude
Sarah Eveyee Nystrom
cum laude
Luz A. Orozco
cum laude
Tara Lynn Russ
cum laude
Joseph T. Sherba
cum laude
Joann Marie Tarabokija
cum laude

Bachelor of Arts
May 2012
Brian Patrick Carney
Cecia N. Hernandez
cum laude
Jenna Marie Kowal
Meghan Alyssa Rose
cum laude
Tiffany Marie Russo
summa cum laude
University Honors Program
Nicholas James Joseph Scibetta
summa cum laude
Saffeea Stewart

Bachelor of Arts
September 2011
Travis Kiernan
cum laude
Brittney Tamira Maxwell
John Ng
Jasmyra Irene Saunders
LaShawn Nicole Thomas

PETER SAMMAR TINO
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Master of Arts
May 2012
Wanda Acosta-Asmar
Maram Ali Ashkan
Katherine A. Blanco
Christine S. Bodine
James Henry Brown, Jr.
Jing Jing Cao
Karen Michelle Cassady
Ling Chen
Jaeun Cho
Michelle Lin Cobos
Rhonda Lee Ehman
Brooke Jennifer Geller
Noreen Sarah Greenberg
Mark David Grgas
Lauren Joan Helfrich
Seth Dylan Herman
Rebecca Marah Kazimir
Susan Ann McNally
Christopher R. Mohan
David H. Morrish, Jr.
Vashi Arleathie Mosby-Lawrence
Nyafa Damali Nicholson
Christina Lynn Owens
June D. Pearlman
Cristina Marie Perla
Kimberly Michelle Pitre
Dawn D. Rossell
Jenny C. Sierra-Paulino
Stacy Lee Socha
Dorothy Talty
Tania Lynn Tretethan
Tara Elizabeth Warker
Lindsay Megan Whitt
Naomi Diana Widener
Sara Yablonsky

Metropolitan Campus
Master of Arts
February 2012
Ahmed Khalaf Alshammari
Corine Ruth Brennan
Julius Wesley Clark
Joseph Nicholas DeFilippis
Julia Catherine Garvey
Karen Kalliope Georgiadis
Yannell Jeanette Gomez
Hanna Lee
Amy Theresa Martin-Garner
Elizabeth Anne Reenstra
Paul Myles Shaver
Stacey B. Watt

Master of Arts
September 2011
Cheryl A. Battee
Alicia Marie Busillo
Aime Rose DeGirolamo
Nicole Marie D’Imperio-Nance
Danielle H. Eldred
Brian K. Faehndrich
Jessica Ann Fean
Kimberly Ann Feehan-Ponte
Amber Marie Gagliola
Christopher P. Macioch
Amanda Marie Maluchnik
Katie Lee McGuigan
David B. Miller
Sarah Beth Molnar
Lydia Marie Oser
Leigh Ann Peter
Dana Farrell Rasmussen
Gina A. Sloginski

Master of Arts in Teaching
May 2012
Melanie Joyce Allen
Paul Anagnostakos
Michael Alexandre Ansonoff
Julia Lynn Baker
Sherie Monique Baker
Anne Marie Bergman
Justin Joseph Bronner
Angel Daniel Collado
Laura Marie Core
Justine Marie Cuneo
Ami Allyson Dobelle
Jordi Stewart Fish
John C. Flannery
Jacqueline K. Fred
Deena Ganger
Joanne Lynn Gartner
Jiselle Alicia Goulding
Kristen Stephanie Graham
Hershey Groff, IV
Allison Rose Hamer
Courtney Elizabeth Harker
Meghan Angela Henry
Brittany Nicole Kanickij
Tara Leigh Kelly
Janice Marie Kerrigan
Kristen Leigh Kinneer

Megan Michele Knoth
Tiffany Carol Anne Lee
Sarah Julianna Liguori
Robert Lippincott
Rachel Anna Soo Lipstein
Emily Christine Maldonado
Danira Mata
Lindsay Allison Meyers
Robert W. Morris, Jr.
Kai N. Myers
Abigail Leigh O’Brian
Katrina Ortiz
Brandi Lee Pappa
Lindsey Lee Parent
Stephanie Marie Piccinich
Jeanette Marie Raftery
Elise Maria Raykovich-Rocco
Dilcia Lourdes Recinos
Jamie Elizabeth Redling
Karen Ann Reilly
Angel Manuel Santiago, II
Najla Elaine Suluki
Samantha A. Tibbetts
Carla Maria Van Eslsand
Crista Pontilena Vigean
Galyn Mae Ward
Kristen Michelle Weisman
Claudia Lewis Wheeler

Master of Arts in Teaching
February 2012
Iris Devora Avtalion
Elyse Michele Barrett
Amanda Helene Barringer
Krunal Bavishi
Christina Marie Brown
Sheneé Lorraine Carroll
Julia Cavazos Cavalerio
Christina Isabel Chavez
Candice M. Davis
Elizabeth Leticia Flores
Ashley Caroline Jost
Alyssa A. Krisanda
Danielle McNamara
Talia Rosemarie Musero
Amy Rebecca Permut
Maria Rubio Prettyman
Rebecca L. Rosen
René Lee Santoro
Nicholas Robert Stone
Nathanial Josef Tor
Lynnette Terri Wood

Master of Arts
September 2011
Laura Lynn Allen-Garbarino
Kelly Ann Brennan
Lily Andrews Brabble
Justin Allen Faust
Jaclyn Belle Grunther
Nera N. Kaleb
Rosa Maria Nieves
Robert Frederick Selg
Diana Romei Senatore

SCHOOL OF ENGLISH, PHILOSOPHY AND HUMANITIES

Master of Arts
May 2012
Susan Elizabeth Murphy

Bachelor of Arts
May 2012
Samantha Elizabeth Amissah
Wilmary Andujar
Janelle Kristen Angeron
Samantha Ashley Beatty
Stephanie Marie Carel
Lydia Marie Oser

Valentina Dimitrovich

Erin Margaret Doherty

Nicole Ferrante

Allison Nicole Goltra

Christopher Michael Hornyak

Paul Hourmouzis

Edgar Clarence Houston, III

Nicolle Marie Iocona

Justine E. Keehner

Melanie Lerner

Natalie Rose Marino

Christopher Tomas Marshall

Michael Joseph McDonnell

Dennis J. McNichol, Jr.
Adriana Marie Koehne  
magna cum laude  
Rosemarie Loughlin  
summa cum laude  
Alyssa Nicole Mayrose  
cum laude  
Kristy Ann McAllister  
Katrina Costa Scott Salmons  
Jonathan Brett Schoettler  
cum laude  
Najla Elaine Suluki  
cum laude  
Emily Cordero Velasquez  
Schoo of History,  
Political Science and  
International Studies  
Master of Arts  
May 2012  
Erik Joseph Barresi  
Atira George  
Christopher R. Kessler  
Brian Thomas Kopac  
Vincenzo LoGiudice  
James Gerard Murphy  
Elizabeth E. Schedl  
Master of Arts  
February 2012  
Whitney Ann Thomson  
Mohamed Said Saber  
Estherfani E. Zighami  
Master of Arts  
September 2011  
Gustavo A. Barrientos  
Kawa Nouri Morad  
Bachelor of Arts  
May 2012  
Charmian Acevedo  
Joahanna Abinion Acharon  
summa cum laude  
University Honors Program  
Nicole Anne Attanasio  
magna cum laude  
Tiara-Sufina Azly  
magna cum laude  
University Honors Program  
Syyuveye Yuseinova Beytulova  
summa cum laude  
University Honors Program  
Gillianna Virginia  
Canelo-De la Cruz  
Natalie Renee Ceazeau  
Franklin W. Collado  
Adam Joseph DiGirolamo  
summa cum laude  
Crystal P. Farrell  
cum laude  
Antoneta Gashi  
Schoo of Natural  
Sciences  
Master of Science  
May 2012  
Areej Nazih Aref  
Stephanie Laura Biagini  
Raymond Bonnah  
Georgia Christou  
Elena Damjanovska  
Kimberly Ann Deck  
Joyce Ann de Lemos  
Russell Thomas Fagan  
Christopher Anthony Famulare  
Courtney Lee Garrison  
Leena Joshi  
Aksinija Kogan  
Dmytro Sergiyovych Kulyk  
Charleen Elena Maldonado  
Qiushi Nie  
Honeyben Anilkumar Patel  
William A. Heaney  
magna cum laude  
University Honors Program  
Said M. Sabir Ibrahimii  
cum laude  
Annie Jennifer Kazarjan  
Pinar Kir  
cum laude  
Marc Daniel Martorana  
cum laude  
University Honors Program  
Stephanie R. McLeish  
Scott Everett Morrison  
cum laude  
William Donald Pfeiffer  
magna cum laude  
Michael Rashidi Rodgers  
Ashley Sarah Schmidt  
magna cum laude  
Yoel Levy Shulman  
cum laude  
Bachelor of Arts  
February 2012  
Jordi Stewart Fish  
cum laude  
Matthew T. Pepe  
cum laude  
Bachelor of Arts  
September 2011  
Stephen Daniel Chierici  
cum laude  
Dzana Ferhatbegovic  
cum laude  
Joanne Lynn Gartner  
cum laude  
Emily Morris Kreifels  
cum laude  
Robert W. Morris, Jr.  
summa cum laude  
Bachelor of Arts  
September 2011  
Jordi Stewart Fish  
cum laude  
Matthew T. Pepe  
cum laude  
Bachelor of Arts  
September 2011  
Stephanie Laura Biagini  
Raymond Bonnah  
Georgia Christou  
Elena Damjanovska  
Kimberly Ann Deck  
Joyce Ann de Lemos  
Russell Thomas Fagan  
Christopher Anthony Famulare  
Courtney Lee Garrison  
Leena Joshi  
Aksinija Kogan  
Dmytro Sergiyovych Kulyk  
Charleen Elena Maldonado  
Qiushi Nie  
Honeyben Anilkumar Patel  
William A. Heaney  
magna cum laude  
University Honors Program  
Said M. Sabir Ibrahimii  
cum laude  
Annie Jennifer Kazarjan  
Pinar Kir  
cum laude  
Marc Daniel Martorana  
cum laude  
University Honors Program  
Stephanie R. McLeish  
Scott Everett Morrison  
cum laude  
William Donald Pfeiffer  
magna cum laude  
Michael Rashidi Rodgers  
Ashley Sarah Schmidt  
magna cum laude  
Yoel Levy Shulman  
cum laude  
Bachelor of Arts  
February 2012  
Jordi Stewart Fish  
cum laude  
Matthew T. Pepe  
cum laude  
Bachelor of Arts  
September 2011  
Stephanie Laura Biagini  
Raymond Bonnah  
Georgia Christou  
Elena Damjanovska  
Kimberly Ann Deck  
Joyce Ann de Lemos  
Russell Thomas Fagan  
Christopher Anthony Famulare  
Courtney Lee Garrison  
Leena Joshi  
Aksinija Kogan  
Dmytro Sergiyovych Kulyk  
Charleen Elena Maldonado  
Qiushi Nie  
Honeyben Anilkumar Patel  
William A. Heaney  
magna cum laude  
University Honors Program  
Said M. Sabir Ibrahimii  
cum laude  
Annie Jennifer Kazarjan  
Pinar Kir  
cum laude  
Marc Daniel Martorana  
cum laude  
University Honors Program  
Stephanie R. McLeish  
Scott Everett Morrison  
cum laude  
William Donald Pfeiffer  
magna cum laude  
Michael Rashidi Rodgers  
Ashley Sarah Schmidt  
magna cum laude  
Yoel Levy Shulman  
cum laude
Bachelor of Science
September 2011
John Aboueid
Natalie Alcock
 magna cum laude
Uzma Sharafat Awan
Rafael Hidalgo Gatty
Mayada Osman Musbah
Mary Elizabeth Pedrick
cum laude
Niketaben Madhubhai Vasani
cum laude

HENRY P. BECTON
SCHOOL OF NURSING AND ALLIED HEALTH

Doctor of Nursing Practice
May 2012
Joan Bernadette Colella
Darlene Maire Dickson
Corinne Schultz Ellis
Donna Lee Flynn
Dely Po Go
Sara B. Thompson

Doctor of Nursing Practice
February 2012
Constance Ngozi Mofunanya

Master of Science in Nursing
May 2012
Rosebel Aldana
Jamie Lynn Boman
Christine Marie Brewer
Linda Marie Brock-Schnupp
Mary Lizette Cabico
Catherine Carlton
Laurene Anne Carucci
Denise Charles
Suzanna Christopher
Marie C. Colangelo
Diane Marie Cukrow
Artemio S. David, Jr.
Marjory Desulmé
Lisa Janes Hogan
Maria Theresa Tesoro Krause
Mary Elizabeth Leban
Tony Malek
Cristina Garcia Mallari
Lowie Cortes Mallari
Nicole Anne Marette
Vincy Mary Mathew
Janice McConnon
Marie del Carmen Molle
Gloria Nimo
Althea Simone Palmer
Velma O. Pemberton
Grace Ruth Qarmout
Vandana Rathod

Bachelor of Science
February 2012
Jheyson Guido Danlasky
cum laude
Christopher Anthony Famulare
cum laude
Anam Fatma
 magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Philauna Diamond Hackett
Taofeek Abiola Ibrahim
Giorgina Dela Paz Macalino
Kimberly Angelica Quiros
Deanna Lenaye Smith

Metropolitan Campus
Virginia Lapa-an Salao
Lucille Schoales
Deborah Ann Shulgach
Keith Strulowitz
Heema D. Tambukuwala
Ann Marie Teitelbaum
Denis James Tighe, Jr.
Samantha Angel Venet
Sharon Sasin Ventura
Kristina Vital
Regina Wilkins

Master of Science in Nursing
February 2012
Evan Howard Bragin
Nadina S. Dev
Tonya Renee Elliott
Erin Elizabeth McCrone
Galina Model
Alexer R. Mutia
Kate Annechile Okusanya
Hannah Mae Gallla Tabanao
Nicole Alexandra Tassiello
Kathleen Vander Ploeg
Pamela J. Vlahakis
Emily Ruth Youngblood
Deeptnye Roy Zachariah

Master of Science in Nursing
September 2011
Patricia Baptiste
Elvira Baquerizo
Kimberly Jean Bohs
Carmene Dalmeus
Ruben Dario Millan Echeverry
Denia Maureen Perez Morales
Maryellen Phillips
Maria Cristina Sanchez
Nalin Ann Uk

Bachelor of Science
May 2012
Akwasi Agyen
Sherille G. Brady
Nghia Trong Nguyen
Heather Alexandra Smith
Hannah Cassaundra Spriggs

Bachelor of Science
September 2011
Nilam A. Patel

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
May 2012
Abimbola Grace Adetola
Adeshina Adeyemo, Jr.
Priscilla Awusi Adu
Sisi Mantey Adu
Samantha Marie Agosto
Kelly Alexandra Alvia
Winifred Asamoah-Darko
Samantha Ann Asciukiewicz
Melahat Ayhan
Yrma Minerva Azcona
Marie Delphine Bang
Catherine Barra
Akosua Owusuah Boakye-Yiadom
Tarashon Retima Broomes
Michele Stephanie Bruno
Priscilla Burgos
Christine Marie Burk
Brian Nicholas Burkhardt
Jade Lacey Burrell
Tomika E. Cambridge
Joely Rose Carrillo
Lester Dionio Castor
University Honors Program
Paraemet Kaur Chawla
Ahmad I. Cheikhali
Eunseo Cho
Dawn Kelly Coleman
Stephanie Ann Coviello
Nargiza Yuldasheva Curran
Manisha Dabhi
Laura E. Dadzie
Linda Davt
Lauren Alyssa DeFeo
Shelahmer Gabriel Dela Cruz
Raizza Marie De los Reyes
Talita Aparecida De Paiva
Lecille Marchan Desamparado
Lorna Devasia
Anna Dudzic
Anique Peta-Gaye Eccleston
Junique Elysee
Juliana Essien
Maria Fernanda Fernandez

Atila Ronquillo Filipovich
Kristin Terese Flynn
R. Vince Francia
Xiomara Barbara Frans
Tamieka Tracee Gardner
Rebecca A. Glasgow
Kate Gorvits
Tamic Colleen Kennedy
Haelee Kim
Hyesook Kim
Claudia Patricia Lazo-Giron
Yvelisse Lisboa
Angelo Llanes
Dana Ashley Locascio
Laura Beth Lummino
Janine Dell Madula
Michael Banning Mamfe
Lady Tatiana Marin
Daisy Abigail Mena
Norma A. Mendoza
Sherry Stephanie Barrientos Miller
Alexis D. Monteverde
Heather Mary Morrill
Arthur Donkor Nabi
Chirsty Nazario
Uzoejiny Odeke
Hannah Elizabeth Onchak
Emmanuela Chinyeaka
Onyegbutulem
Hesa Jogesh Parekh
Aayushi Patel
Jayna Pravin Patel
Parul Ramesh Patel
Danielle Lynn Petrie

Metropolitan Campus
Hussein Ibrahim Cheikhali
Vicky Chialing Chen
Mei Fen Chen
Rachel Ann Buenconsejo Cua
Karen Ann Cummins
Allison Renee Dansen
Jessica De Carlos
Nesreen Fawzy Ebraheem
Tony D. Eleventhinkal
Maria Nemia Encisa
Karen A. Fuller
Dania Jean-Louis
Valerie Klebansky
Maria José Lapus
Ashley Elizabeth Lay
Neil Jamine Martin
Rhode M. Mazzo
Gabriela A. Montesdeoca
Erin Lynne O’Connor
Johnson Oppong
Yashira Jade Paredes
Pooja B. Patel
Simone Phillips
Eric J. Popso
Anna Pearl Rivkin
Candice E. Russell
Teresa Salcedo
Nicole Alyse Schrank
Parita Shah
Ashley Elizabeth Siegel
David Spera
Seema Dinesh Taylor
Mary Grace M. Tolentino
Barbara Mercedes Vargas
Dung Tuyet Vo
Fatu S. Witherspoon
Sandep Yalamanchili

Associate in Science
May 2012
Ashley Elizabeth Lay
Neil Jamine Martin
Arkasha Mei
Ashley Elizabeth Siegel
David Spera
Seema Dinesh Taylor
Mary Grace M. Tolentino
Barbara Mercedes Vargas
Dung Tuyet Vo
Fatou S. Witherspoon
Sandep Yalamanchili

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
February 2012
Victor Ferrer
Babett Forgarthy
Maria Katrina Urmaza
Julie Ann Wilkinson

Bachelor of Science in Nursing
September 2011
Sterlin T. Abraham
Maria Lorebeth Aduna
Mark Anthony Maniego Arce
Marcia Mae Bentley-Anderson
Josephine L. Bermudez
Shmuel Y. Bieler
Sarah Rita Boboli
Lilian D. Bolivar-Altamora
Mimoza Brahimi
Jessica Elizabeth Burns
Shawn Irene Callahan-Hosey

SCHOOL OF PSYCHOLOGY

Doctor of Philosophy
May 2012
Adeena M. Gabriel
Rebecca F. Lo Presti
Doron Marble
Andreas Costas Michaelides
Matthew Chartier Smith
Philip J. Uy
Yifat Wassermann

Doctor of Philosophy
February 2012
Christian Davis
Emily Dana Krawitz
Aryeh Sova

Doctor of Philosophy
September 2011
Debra Lynn Davis
Keith Joseph Ganci
Shari Rachelle Keller
Konstantin Lukin
Dorota Wanda Novitskie
Jude M. Uy

Doctor of Psychology
May 2012
Cesar M. Cabrera
Denise Marie Elliott
Jonathan Lawrence Hesney
Christopher James Kearney
Ivan Lamourt
Sharon Anne Levine
Nancy Vida Luburic
Victoria Ludmilla Lusk
Jasming J. Price
Jennifer Eve Rosen
Christopher Alan Zuccaro

Master of Science in Clinical Psychopharmacology (Post-Doctoral)
May 2012
Paul E. Boccio
Lynda Harris Boscano
Aryeh Isaac Herman
Denese Gail Simoné Marshall
Anne Marie O’Brien
Andrew J. Thrasher

Master of Science in Clinical Psychopharmacology (Post-Doctoral)
February 2012
Kelly K. Duggan
Daniel Arthur Gardner
Laura A. Lees
Brenda J. Payne
Sean Michael Ransom

Bachelor of Arts
May 2012
Krystina Marie Adamski
Barbara Maria Almeida
Kristine Barreiro
Johana Coronel
Jennifer C. Cruz-Marulanda
Kimberlee Ann D’Errico
Niti Desai
Kamenie Dookwah
Jessica Elizabeth Emerson
Samantha Nicole Gordon
Lauri M. Yablick

Bachelor of Arts
September 2011
Jon S. Bos
Julien Guillaumot
Casey Ann Hanson
Maria Rosa Buse Thorne
Lauri M. Yablick

Bachelor of Arts
February 2012
Besan Al-Hamwi
Arielle Bernstein
Chelsea Leigh Bowman
Carol Andrea Chu
Melissa Anne Conway
Patricia Carole Marie Donohue
Lee Anne Hausler
Rebecca Lee Jankowitz
Samuel I. Krug
Jennifer Eden Lombardo
Elizabeth Frances Anne Mania
Kei Okada
Jennifer Marie Purnell
Kathryn Ann Roy
Tara Ann Sager
Carinna Marie Scotti
Julie Ann Yagoda
Karen Beth Zwilling

Master of Arts
September 2011
Katherine Lynn Ellison Craigen
Sara K. Dainty
Aliza Diane Davis
Ana Cristina De Sousa
Jennifer Dean Lyne

Ashling McCosker-Keane
gamma cum laude
Tachi Elizabeth Mieses
Mary Ellen Najda
Maureen Elizabeth O’Connell
Shant Ohannessian
gamma cum laude
Karissa Jasmine Redd
Loren Nicole Rich
cum laude
Nadja Rivera
Jaclyn Rachel Rosenberg
Marsha A. Russo
cum laude
University Honors Program
Denise Elaine Scott
gamma cum laude
Shamyra Marie Shaw
cum laude
University Honors Program
Jacob Thomas Stier
cum laude
Christine Shockeima Taylor
Oscar Umaña
cum laude
Vanessa Velez
cum laude
University Honors Program
Sarah Elizabeth Willey
gamma cum laude
Lorena Saydee Williams
gamma cum laude
I. Alexa Woolley
cum laude
University Honors Program
Ran Xia
summa cum laude
University Honors Program

Bachelor of Arts
February 2012
Claudia Isabel Ayala
cum laude
Eleen Mattson Carriel
gamma cum laude
Maria G. Djambazova
cum laude
Deldaliza Gerez
Evelyn Ann Hayes
cum laude
Jenny Henriquez
Jenilee Marie Jankowski
cum laude
Marleny Y. Jaquez
Lauren Rachelle Lee
Jennifer Marie Purnell
cum laude
Cree Asia Smith
Stephanie L. Tanzi
gamma cum laude
Nancy Guadalupe Torres
Bachelor of Arts
September 2011
Ashley Marie DeBlasi
summa cum laude
Syreeta La-toya Johnson
Tiffany Chanée Jones
Rachel Anna Soo Lipstein
cum laude
Desiree E. Polakowski
magna cum laude
Athanasiou Vasiliou Vardouniotis
cum laude
Crystal M. Wharton

INSTITUTE FOR MATH AND
SCIENCE
Master of Arts
May 2012
Melissa Jane Berner-Clarke
Mayelin Esther Cepeda
Karen A. Granato
Maria J. Hanson
Jennifer Lyn Lipari
Elisa Rose Riggins
Kathryn M. Surovic
Elia Velazquez

Master of Arts
February 2012
Ani Zurnaci

Master of Arts
September 2011
Christopher James Ayers
Linda Lewandowski

SILBERMAN COLLEGE
OF BUSINESS
Master of Business
Administration
May 2012
Titilolu Chituru Abuka-Feeks
Mecca Adams
Amro Tariq Alwardani
Alelg Alsamu
Donna Isabel Q. Averion-Esteron
Vanisha K. Balani
Shilpa Bhar
Daniel J. Blumenthal
Jimmy J. Bouchebel
Roy Frederick Campos
Rima Chawla
Hao Chen
Qixin Chen
Akash P. Chokshi
Natalie Colimon
Nathan William Coney
Christian G. Cortavarria
Caleb Evan Costa
Kevin F. Curtin
Reshma Darapu
Parth R. Dave
Nidhi Bakul Doshi
Xianya Du
Yassine Elkharyani
Zequan Fang
Judith Francis
Attila Miklos Heitler
Weimiao Hong
Pavan Kumar Imadisetti
Vardayini Shivanandan Jagalpure
Katja Jancic
Sujit Kumar Joganpally
William Darby Johnny
Shishir A. Kantak
Jessica C. Kearney
Hunhe Kim
Richard Seth Kosovitz
Prashant Kantilal Lalaiya
Lin Li
Lidan Ma
Muhsin Tolulope Malik
Justin Marchi
Ewa Mazur
Lindsay Ann McDonald
Max Tulio Medeiros
Priscilla Almonte Mendez
Carlos Padilla, Jr.
Bhargav Rajnikant Panchal
Nirav Sanjay Parikh
Ditixa A. Patel
Matthew William Peña
Herninio Luis Perez
Mukesh Kamleshbhai Prajapati
Rahul Gopal Rathi
Prajeshkumar D. Rokad
Sanket Shivdas Sadawarte
Prasad Laxman Sardesai

Scott Alan Seiferheld
Janish Jayesh Shah
Mehtab Singh
Lucy Sorrentini
Sean Daniel Stein Smith
Vaibhav Suri
Kevin Ian Taub
Kushal Vaswani
Lisa Anne Viele
Dinesh Vaghajibhai Vindhani
Dawnette Walker
Roger Christopher Walters
Tao Wang
Mengbo Wu
Qing Wu
Junfeng Zheng

Master of Business
Administration
February 2012
Abhay Agarwal
Syed T. Ahmed
Nikunj Dharmendra Barot
Chintan Kumar Prafullkumar Bhatt
Anusha Chennupati
Joshua Paul Cohen
Nora Faye Collins
Shahram Dabiri
Rachit Mukesh Desai
Evangelos Diamantopoulous
Mathew Bryan Dunbar
Gina Marie Elliott
Joseph Leo Ford
Beryl Rovina Gajjala
Arjun Gupta
Yinhua Huang
Ankita Jain
Stanley Jean
Robin Marie Jenkins
Annette Koscielny
Natasha Kundu
Eun Jeong Lee
Mansi Ujjaval Mehta
James Francis Murphy
Emma Sara Nelson
Lam N. Nguyen
Ruchika Gautam Pagare
Naveen Kumar Pahilwani
Sagar Bhalial Panchal
Mitulkumar Mansukhbhai Patankar
Kushboo Rajaakant Patel
Sameep G. Patel
Lynne Marie Poggi
Sundar Ramaswamy
Dhaval Maheshbhai Rami
Chris J. Rempel
Kakha Sadzaglishvili
Priscilla Sarmiento
Bishva Yogeshbhai Shah
Siddharth Parimal Shah
Jiaren Shi
Pritesh Narendrakumar Tamakuwala
Kelly Jean Tanić

Metropolitan Campus
Master of Science
February 2012
Michael Anthony Anello
Fradel Aszknazy
Yitzchok Becker
Elliot Berkowitz
Yeruchem Biderman
Meryl Ivy Borak
Jonathan Kipkorir Chelimo
Jian Chen
Tova Wulwick Cohen
Li Ding
Chaim B. Fischer
Benjamin Fogel
Shlomo Freundlich
Fujun Gao
Shana Gottlieb
Susan E. Granick
Deanna Hanna
Israel Helfgott
Moshe Y. Hershberg
Andrea R. Jaffe
Adina C. Kadin
Joel Kalmanowitz
Krzysztof Kasprzyk
Karin H. Kluger
Gilah Lazarus
Pei-Wen Lin
Wenxin Liu
Azriel Y. Ostrow
Avi Samuel Pollock
Roehl Esther Pritzker
Gila Prince
Benjamin A. Radzyner
Eliyahu Meir Rennert
Elie Rosengarten
Abraham Eli Rosenthal
Dejun Ruan
Shoshana Miriam Rubin
Barry Schachner
Boruch Schechter
Eliyahu Y. Serebrowski
Mordechai A. Sidell
Simcha S. Silber
David Stein
Shimon Stern
David Jozef Thaler
Angie Y. Torres
Mengdi Wang
Sara H. Weitz
Eliyahu Wiesner
Gittel Zaks
Judy Zentman

Master of Science
September 2011
Nissim Dany
Moshe Dov Morgenstern
Wendy Dawn Moritz
David T. Reiss
Zev Roth
Anna Sydorska

Bachelor of Science
May 2012
Zacharia Mahmoud Ahmed
Kay-Ann Yolanda Buchanan
Brandon D. Clifton
Adrienne Michelle Corner
Ronald Arthur Cutra
Irina Dementyeva
summa cum laude
Andrew James Denny
Jillian Ann DiMaggio
magna cum laude
Keith Patrick Downey, Jr.
cum laude
Sherla Exantus
Samuel Ross Fernley
Natalia Michell Alarcon Gamboa
cum laude
Cassandra Elisa Gomez
Dominic Hemy
cum laude
Thalia Diane Hernandez
DeNisha N. Hooker
Natasha L. Houze
cum laude
Chan Young Im
Tierra Nykee Jacobs
Shakor Jerome Jukes
Lena Michaela Kraus
summa cum laude
Christopher Leach
James Lee
Terrence Emanuel Lee
Victor A. Lopez
Aram John Manoogian
cum laude
Sheka Alim Mansaray
magna cum laude
University Honors Program
Dennis M. Marchesani
cum laude
Mirelle Desiree Mariano
summa cum laude
Catalina Miguel
Adolfo J. Moreno
Thomas Ng
Leidy Johana Paez
Danny Palacios
Alexis Pardo
Damar Oniel Pessoa
cum laude
University Honors Program
Julia Prantl
summa cum laude
University Honors Program
Mikhail Preccel
cum laude
Rithyar Puch
Yun Qian
magna cum laude
Liliana Ramos
Renee Dawn Reitmeyer
summa cum laude

Metropolitan Campus
Johnny A. Rodriguez-Beato
Julia Roldan
Laura Ashley Rolón
Rashidah Ashley Sherman
Kirsten Leann Shreve
Nicholas Swede
Messou Vanessa Mireille Tamo
Katherine E. Vazquez
Vladimir Vital
Bingying Wu
Tianran Xie
Yi Yi Yang

Bachelor of Science
February 2012
Sadat Ahmed
Ehsan Adnan Almeslimani
Asher Dhafer Alshehri
Sana Amin
Chaojun Bai
Ana Odi Balagtas
Sarah Libby Berkland
Brittany Antoinette Bryant-St. Louis
Billy Ching L. Chiu
Burchan Dombayci
Kimberley Anne Fernandes
Tempest Sadé Hutchinson
Sakina Issa
Ji Yoon Lee
Fanny Ojeda
Jiameng Tian
Ashley Danielle Valentin

Bachelor of Science
September 2011
Michael Anthony Anello
Xin Chen
Crystal Robin Chin
Brian J. Dillon
Ijeoma Vanessa Eze
Fatima Amira Laster
Krupali N. Patel
Yun Qian
Jennifer Tsai
Cristian D. Vasconez
Pedro Vilar
Natalia Woloszyn

ANTHONY J. PETROCELLI
COLLEGE OF CONTINUING
STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
May 2012
Valerie Loretta Abrunzo
Ana Cristina Bonilla Acosta
Patricia Alejandra Romero Aguilar
Hollman A. Alleyne
Alex Adele Allotey
Xiomara Alves
Charlene Vanessa Ameralis
Solarte M. Angela
Mayra Alejandra Avila
Yodher C. Miramendi Avilés
Solly S. Azrak
Colleen Mary Babli
Raynaldo Xavier Baz
Daniel Felix Balunis, Jr.
Christopher Carey Bartlett
Maxine Laura Basch
Stacy Lynn Brewer
Kenneth Brown, Jr.
Ronald Ethan Brown
Moshe C. Brownstein
Quadir Al-Hakim Bruce
Kathy Lynn Bryant
Tarance Bryant
Wojciech Jerzy Bryczka
Armando Bustamante
Martha Cecilia Pino Caicedo
Lariana Veronica Campbell
Nelson Cardenas
Glandin Andrea Carroo
Leslie Ann Castañeda
Irina A. Catano
Lorena Andrea Cavieses

Martha Isabel Ceballos
Marisol Checo
Christopher Jon Cherbini
Monissa Efaye Childs
Nidia E. Chinchilla-Castro
Jakeena S.A. Claybon
Michael Joseph Clayton
Moises Cójab-Senado
Sheila Laurene Coleman
Amy Vanessa Constantine
Vincent Anthony Constantine
Catalina Correel-Arango
Ryan Thomas Costello
Robert Michael Czech
André Lopes DaSilva
Susan M. Da Silva
Randee Lynn Davidson
Juan Del Valle
Quentin D. DeMarco
Philip Thomas Drangula
Michael James Drellich
Anna Bove Drozd
Angélica Maria Dumansela
Joseph Elefant
Rochelle A. Elliott-Burns
Catherine Mary Emery
Jessica A. Enriquez
Ilda Adela Quinóñes Esterilla
Susan Ann Faccione
Chun Fan
Judah Tzvi Fein
Joseph S. Fessel
Jacqueline Herrera Figueroa
Desi Dommique Fioravanti
Steven George Flannery
Maria R. Florian-Feliz
Moshe B. Fogel
Steven Elliot Fogel
Louis Anthony Forte
John E. Freyer
Cesar O. Fuentes
Dean Fusco
Derrick Neal Gagner
Martha E. Ceballos
Marisol Checo
Christopher Jon Cherbini
Monissa Efaye Childs
Nidia E. Chinchilla-Castro
Jakeena S.A. Claybon
Michael Joseph Clayton
Moises Cójab-Senado
Sheila Laurene Coleman
Amy Vanessa Constantine
Vincent Anthony Constantine
Catalina Correel-Arango
Ryan Thomas Costello
Robert Michael Czech
André Lopes DaSilva
Susan M. Da Silva
Randee Lynn Davidson
Juan Del Valle
Quentin D. DeMarco
Philip Thomas Drangula
Michael James Drellich
Anna Bove Drozd
Angélica Maria Dumansela
Joseph Elefant
Rochelle A. Elliott-Burns
Catherine Mary Emery
Jessica A. Enriquez
Ilda Adela Quinóñes Esterilla
Susan Ann Faccione
Chun Fan
Judah Tzvi Fein
Joseph S. Fessel
Jacqueline Herrera Figueroa
Desi Dommique Fioravanti
Steven George Flannery
Maria R. Florian-Feliz
Moshe B. Fogel
Steven Elliot Fogel
Louis Anthony Forte
John E. Freyer
Cesar O. Fuentes
Dean Fusco
Derrick Neal Gagner
Martha E. Ceballos
Marisol Checo
Christopher Jon Cherbini
Monissa Efaye Childs
Nidia E. Chinchilla-Castro
Jakeena S.A. Claybon
Michael Joseph Clayton
Moises Cójab-Senado
Sheila Laurene Coleman
Amy Vanessa Constantine
Vincent Anthony Constantine
Catalina Correel-Arango
Ryan Thomas Costello
Robert Michael Czech
André Lopes DaSilva
Susan M. Da Silva
Randee Lynn Davidson
Juan Del Valle
Quentin D. DeMarco
Philip Thomas Drangula
Michael James Drellich
Anna Bove Drozd
Angélica Maria Dumansela
Joseph Elefant
Rochelle A. Elliott-Burns
Catherine Mary Emery
Jessica A. Enriquez
Ilda Adela Quinóñes Esterilla
Susan Ann Faccione
Chun Fan
Judah Tzvi Fein
Joseph S. Fessel
Jacqueline Herrera Figueroa
Desi Dommique Fioravanti
Steven George Flannery
Maria R. Florian-Feliz
Moshe B. Fogel
Steven Elliot Fogel
Louis Anthony Forte
John E. Freyer
Cesar O. Fuentes
Dean Fusco
Derrick Neal Gagner
Martha E. Ceballos
Marisol Checo
Christopher Jon Cherbini
Monissa Efaye Childs
Nidia E. Chinchilla-Castro
Jakeena S.A. Claybon
Michael Joseph Clayton
Moises Cójab-Senado
Sheila Laurene Coleman
Amy Vanessa Constantine
Vincent Anthony Constantine
Catalina Correel-Arango
Ryan Thomas Costello
Robert Michael Czech
André Lopes DaSilva
Susan M. Da Silva
Randee Lynn Davidson
Juan Del Valle
Quentin D. DeMarco
Philip Thomas Drangula
Michael James Drellich
Anna Bove Drozd
Angélica Maria Dumansela
Joseph Elefant
Rochelle A. Elliott-Burns
Catherine Mary Emery
Jessica A. Enriquez
Ilda Adela Quinóñes Esterilla
Susan Ann Faccione
Chun Fan
Judah Tzvi Fein
Joseph S. Fessel
Jacqueline Herrera Figueroa
Desi Dommique Fioravanti
Steven George Flannery
Maria R. Florian-Feliz
Moshe B. Fogel
Steven Elliot Fogel
Louis Anthony Forte
John E. Freyer
Cesar O. Fuentes
Dean Fusco
Derrick Neal Gagner
Martha E. Ceballos
Marisol Checo
Christopher Jon Cherbini
Monissa Efaye Childs
Nidia E. Chinchilla-Castro
Jakeena S.A. Claybon
Michael Joseph Clayton
Moises Cójab-Senado
Sheila Laurene Coleman
Amy Vanessa Constantine
Vincent Anthony Constantine
Catalina Correel-Arango
Ryan Thomas Costello
Robert Michael Czech
André Lopes DaSilva
Susan M. Da Silva
Randee Lynn Davidson
Juan Del Valle
Quentin D. DeMarco
Philip Thomas Drangula
Michael James Drellich
Anna Bove Drozd
Angélica Maria Dumansela
Joseph Elefant
Rochelle A. Elliott-Burns
Catherine Mary Emery
Jessica A. Enriquez
Ilda Adela Quinóñes Esterilla
Susan Ann Faccione
Chun Fan
Judah Tzvi Fein
Joseph S. Fessel
Jacqueline Herrera Figueroa
Desi Dommique Fioravanti
Steven George Flannery
Maria R. Florian-Feliz
Moshe B. Fogel
Steven Elliot Fogel
Louis Anthony Forte
John E. Freyer
Cesar O. Fuentes
Dean Fusco
Derrick Neal Gagner
Martha E. Ceballos
Marisol Checo
Christopher Jon Cherbini
Monissa Efaye Childs
Nidia E. Chinchilla-Castro
Jakeena S.A. Claybon
Michael Joseph Clayton
Moises Cójab-Senado
Sheila Laurene Coleman
Amy Vanessa Constantine
Vincent Anthony Constantine
Catalina Correel-Arango
Ryan Thomas Costello
Robert Michael Czech
André Lopes DaSilva
Susan M. Da Silva
Randee Lynn Davidson
Juan Del Valle
Quentin D. DeMarco
Philip Thomas Drangula
Micha...
Edward Joseph Long
Amaury Lopez
Catalina M. Lopez
Esther Castillo Lora
Jessica Lovell
William P. Lucia, III
Roberto Gregory Luzuriaga
Nicholas John Magnapera
Cesar Antonio Maldonado
Thomas B. Mante
Leonard Marone
April Lynn Martines
Rocio Del Pilar Martinez
Bruce A. Mason
Kimberly Marie Mauriello
Aaron Mayer
Richard Joseph Mazza, Jr.
Edward Hunter McCay, III
Sean Patrick McNeff
Jevonn Angel McRae
Vicente-Alexander Medina
Hernando D. Rivera Mejia
Jennifer Lynn Mella
Jose F. Garay Mendoza
Biagio Mezzasalma
Jesse Isaac Miller
Jonise Lynn Miranda
Reuven Daniel Mirlis
Ari Y. Monheit
Vincent Christopher Monte
Antonio Alberto Morais
Gabriel Armando Morales
Gennie M. Moran
Sean Edward Morrison
Christopher C. Mulch
Yisroel M. Munk
Olga Lucia Muriel
Daniel Joseph Murphy
Joseph Alexander Mytelka
Elizabeth Nangles
C. Kurt Naprawa
Yitznak Z. Nayman
Sheila Helen Negron
Jenny Q. Nguyen
Yennifer Nunez
Magdalena Ocampo
Paul Anthony O'Dell
Carlos Orbe
Carlos C. Orozco
Edgar H. Osma
Edna Ospina
Orley Jose Pacheco
Tibisay Xiomara Palomo
Shaun Villongo Panteleon
Santa Paula
Aida D. Pazmino
Miriam Leah Pedler
Leticia Perez
Elfe Yrisneyda Perez De Peña
William Esteban Diaz Perez
Kelly Jeanne Phillips
Alisha Noelle Pollard
Angerer Powell-Boulware
Robert Charles Price
Thomas Imre Puskas
Carla M. Reasco-Isaza
Yaacov Yisroel Chaim Reich
Diana Restrepo
Jose F. Garay Mendoza
Biagio Mezzasalma
Jesse Isaac Miller
Jonise Lynn Miranda
Reuven Daniel Mirlis
Ari Y. Monheit
Vincent Christopher Monte
Antonio Alberto Morais
Gabriel Armando Morales
Gennie M. Moran
Sean Edward Morrison
Christopher C. Mulch
Yisroel M. Munk
Olga Lucia Muriel
Daniel Joseph Murphy
Joseph Alexander Mytelka
Elizabeth Nangles
C. Kurt Naprawa
Yitznak Z. Nayman
Sheila Helen Negron
Jenny Q. Nguyen
Yennifer Nunez
Magdalena Ocampo
Paul Anthony O'Dell
Carlos Orbe
Carlos C. Orozco
Edgar H. Osma
Edna Ospina
Orley Jose Pacheco
Tibisay Xiomara Palomo
Shaun Villongo Panteleon
Santa Paula
Aida D. Pazmino
Miriam Leah Pedler
Leticia Perez
Elfe Yrisneyda Perez De Peña
William Esteban Diaz Perez
Kelly Jeanne Phillips
Alisha Noelle Pollard
Angerer Powell-Boulware
Robert Charles Price
Thomas Imre Puskas
Carla M. Reasco-Isaza
Yaacov Yisroel Chaim Reich
Diana Restrepo
Jose F. Garay Mendoza
Biagio Mezzasalma
Jesse Isaac Miller
Jonise Lynn Miranda
Reuven Daniel Mirlis
Ari Y. Monheit
Vincent Christopher Monte
Antonio Alberto Morais
Gabriel Armando Morales
Gennie M. Moran
Sean Edward Morrison
Christopher C. Mulch
Yisroel M. Munk
Olga Lucia Muriel
Daniel Joseph Murphy
Joseph Alexander Mytelka
Elizabeth Nangles
C. Kurt Naprawa
Yitznak Z. Nayman
Sheila Helen Negron
Jenny Q. Nguyen
Yennifer Nunez
Magdalena Ocampo
Paul Anthony O'Dell
Carlos Orbe
Carlos C. Orozco
Edgar H. Osma
Edna Ospina
Orley Jose Pacheco
Tibisay Xiomara Palomo
Shaun Villongo Panteleon
Santa Paula
Aida D. Pazmino
Miriam Leah Pedler
Leticia Perez
Elfe Yrisneyda Perez De Peña
William Esteban Diaz Perez
Kelly Jeanne Phillips
Alisha Noelle Pollard
Angerer Powell-Boulware
Robert Charles Price
Thomas Imre Puskas
Carla M. Reasco-Isaza
Yaacov Yisroel Chaim Reich
Diana Restrepo
Jose F. Garay Mendoza
Biagio Mezzasalma
Jesse Isaac Miller
Jonise Lynn Miranda
Reuven Daniel Mirlis
Ari Y. Monheit
Vincent Christopher Monte
Antonio Alberto Morais
Gabriel Armando Morales
Gennie M. Moran
Sean Edward Morrison
Christopher C. Mulch
Yisroel M. Munk
Olga Lucia Muriel
Daniel Joseph Murphy
Joseph Alexander Mytelka
Elizabeth Nangles
C. Kurt Naprawa
Yitznak Z. Nayman
Sheila Helen Negron
Jenny Q. Nguyen
Yennifer Nunez
Magdalena Ocampo
Paul Anthony O'Dell
Carlos Orbe
Carlos C. Orozco
Edgar H. Osma
Edna Ospina
Orley Jose Pacheco
Tibisay Xiomara Palomo
Shaun Villongo Panteleon
Santa Paula
Aida D. Pazmino
Miriam Leah Pedler
Leticia Perez
Elfe Yrisneyda Perez De Peña
William Esteban Diaz Perez
Kelly Jeanne Phillips
Alisha Noelle Pollard
Angerer Powell-Boulware
Robert Charles Price
Thomas Imre Puskas
Carla M. Reasco-Isaza
Yaacov Yisroel Chaim Reich
Diana Restrepo
Jose F. Garay Mendoza
Biagio Mezzasalma
Jesse Isaac Miller
Jonise Lynn Miranda
Reuven Daniel Mirlis
Ari Y. Monheit
Vincent Christopher Monte
Antonio Alberto Morais
Gabriel Armando Morales
Gennie M. Moran
Sean Edward Morrison
Christopher C. Mulch
Yisroel M. Munk
Olga Lucia Muriel
Daniel Joseph Murphy
Joseph Alexander Mytelka
Elizabeth Nangles
C. Kurt Naprawa
Yitznak Z. Nayman
Sheila Helen Negron
Jenny Q. Nguyen
Yennifer Nunez
Magdalena Ocampo
Paul Anthony O'Dell
Carlos Orbe
Carlos C. Orozco
Edgar H. Osma
Edna Ospina
Orley Jose Pacheco
Tibisay Xiomara Palomo
Shaun Villongo Panteleon
Santa Paula
Aida D. Pazmino
Miriam Leah Pedler
Leticia Perez
Elfe Yrisneyda Perez De Peña
William Esteban Diaz Perez
Kelly Jeanne Phillips
Alisha Noelle Pollard
Angerer Powell-Boulware
Robert Charles Price
Thomas Imre Puskas
Carla M. Reasco-Isaza
Yaacov Yisroel Chaim Reich
Diana Restrepo
Jose F. Garay Mendoza
Biagio Mezzasalma
Jesse Isaac Miller
Jonise Lynn Miranda
Reuven Daniel Mirlis
Ari Y. Monheit
Vincent Christopher Monte
Antonio Alberto Morais
Gabriel Armando Morales
Gennie M. Moran
Sean Edward Morrison
Christopher C. Mulch
Yisroel M. Munk
Olga Lucia Muriel
Daniel Joseph Murphy
Joseph Alexander Mytelka
Elizabeth Nangles
C. Kurt Naprawa
Yitznak Z. Nayman
Sheila Helen Negron
Jenny Q. Nguyen
Yennifer Nunez
Magdalena Ocampo
Paul Anthony O'Dell
Carlos Orbe
Carlos C. Orozco
Edgar H. Osma
Edna Ospina
Orley Jose Pacheco
Tibisay Xiomara Palomo
Shaun Villongo Panteleon
Santa Paula
Aida D. Pazmino
Miriam Leah Pedler
Leticia Perez
Elfe Yrisneyda Perez De Peña
William Esteban Diaz Perez
Kelly Jeanne Phillips
Alisha Noelle Pollard
Angerer Powell-Boulware
Robert Charles Price
Thomas Imre Puskas
Carla M. Reasco-Isaza
Yaacov Yisroel Chaim Reich
Diana Restrepo
Jose F. Garay Mendoza
Biagio Mezzasalma
Jesse Isaac Miller
Jonise Lynn Miranda
Reuven Daniel Mirlis
Ari Y. Monheit
Vincent Christopher Monte
Antonio Alberto Morais
Gabriel Armando Morales
Gennie M. Moran
Sean Edward Morrison
Christopher C. Mulch
Yisroel M. Munk
Olga Lucia Muriel
Daniel Joseph Murphy
Joseph Alexander Mytelka
Elizabeth Nangles
C. Kurt Naprawa
Yitznak Z. Nayman
Sheila Helen Negron
Jenny Q. Nguyen
Yennifer Nunez
Magdalena Ocampo
Paul Anthony O'Dell
Carlos Orbe
Carlos C. Orozco
Edgar H. Osma
Edna Ospina
Orley Jose Pacheco
Tibisay Xiomara Palomo
Shaun Villongo Panteleon
Santa Paula
Aida D. Pazmino
Miriam Leah Pedler
Leticia Perez
Elfe Yrisneyda Perez De Peña
William Esteban Diaz Perez
Kelly Jeanne Phillips
Alisha Noelle Pollard
Angerer Powell-Boulware
Robert Charles Price
Thomas Imre Puskas
Carla M. Reasco-Isaza
Yaacov Yisroel Chaim Reich
Diana Restrepo
Jose F. Garay Mendoza
Biagio Mezzasalma
Jesse Isaac Miller
Jonise Lynn Miranda
Reuven Daniel Mirlis
Ari Y. Monheit
Vincent Christopher Monte
Antonio Alberto Morais
Gabriel Armando Morales
Gennie M. Moran
Sean Edward Morrison
Christopher C. Mulch
Yisroel M. Munk
Olga Lucia Muriel
Daniel Joseph Murphy
Joseph Alexander Mytelka
Elizabeth Nangles
C. Kurt Naprawa
Yitznak Z. Nayman
Sheila Helen Negron
Jenny Q. Nguyen
Yennifer Nunez
Magdalena Ocampo
Paul Anthony O'Dell
Carlos Orbe
Carlos C. Orozco
Edgar H. Osma
Edna Ospina
Orley Jose Pacheco
Tibisay Xiomara Palomo
Shaun Villongo Panteleon
Santa Paula
Aida D. Pazmino
Deborah A. Tillman  
magna cum laude
Christopher Allen Tomasek  
summa cum laude
Bienvenido Gabriel Torres Torres
Brian Edward Trippel
Carlos Alberto Valencia
Panery Valencia
Philip R. Van Mater-Miner
Sacha Leigh Vehrkins  
magna cum laude
Samuel D. Venezia
Normandy Villa
Matthew S. Vogelman
Terry Michael Vogt
Jason C. Volpe
John Joseph Voorhees
Rachel Eve Ward  
summa cum laude
Gary Lee Wasserman
Asher Weinberger
David Weinberger
Avraham P. Weiss
Denise Marie Wells  
magna cum laude
Susan M. Welsh  
summa cum laude
Jon-Paul Joseph Wenzel
Chase Adam Westbrook
Danielle Renee Williams
Erin Elizabeth Williams
Jaime Leigh Wilson
Aaron T. Woody
John Eliot Wright
Mavourene Yvonne Wright-Robinson
Milena Karina Yagui
Jorge Yanez
Shemuel Bain Yehudah
Aret Yisiltepe
Jennifer Michelle Zott

Bachelor of Arts
February 2012
Mechelle Gloria Adams  
summa cum laude
Rayan Azzam Al-Gain
Wanda Joy Allen  
cum laude
Tsveta Plamenova Bacheva  
magna cum laude
Zobeida Victoria Batista
Christine S. Bencivengo  
magna cum laude
Marilyn Berta
Christine E. Bettencourt
Dale Lennard Billiard
Benzion Chaim Yitzchok Blech  
summa cum laude
Brian Joseph Boucher
Laisa Cantelli  
magna cum laude
Ana Karina Castano
Shannon Elizabeth Chailliet
Danny Chan
Jonah T. Conway
Jeffrey W. Coto
Klaudiva Maria Czeszkiewicz
Candace Margretta Daniel  
cum laude
Malvina Maria Del Vecchio  
cum laude
Lissette J. Diaz
Nancy Louise Dorner
Claudia F. Espitia
Kenneth Melvin Fidler, Jr.
Reyna G. Flores
Robert Michael Francaviglia
Alberto Ruiz Ganoza
Elizabeth Garcia  
magna cum laude
Amir Sakir Gilliams
Stephen Andrew Giordano
Anaida Girau  
cum laude
Edward Ephraim Greenblatt
Marcos Julio Guerrero
Thomas Anthony Guerriero
Solomon Linz Gurwitz
Richard Trebor Henry
Jorge Cabrera Hernandez  
cum laude
Aquawn S. Hill
Hermogenes Dennis Jarin, III
Johnelle Alonya Johnson
Nathaniel L. Jones
Jeffrey D. Kane
Jason Michael Kangas
Daniel Zev Kirzner
Jessica Rae Kohlhepp  
cum laude
Kathryn J. Koutsouradis  
magna cum laude
Kenneth Kranzer
Santiago Fernando Lainez
Jeffrey Lamboy
Hadmira Cecilia Leacock
Hoilim Lee
Sanghun Lee  
cum laude
Yechiel A. Lehrfield
Julian Alexander Leiner
Shlomo A. Levi
Michelle Lisette Litwinczuk  
cum laude
Frank Andrew Maimone
Wilson Patricio Martinez
Brian Edward Martone
Sergio Mastrogiovanni
Christopher F. McNerney
Melanie Laure Mengue-Mbida
Jennifer Leigh Mentzer  
magna cum laude
Milagros Altigracia Lopez Mercado
Jamal Hakim Miles
Yehuda Miller
Tracey J. Mursko
Thomas G. Neale
Jason Michael Neely
Nancy Hong Nguyen
Hernando J. Oliveros
Leonard Ort
Daniel Zev Ozeri
Anthony John Panella
Ana Maria Pereira  
magna cum laude
Menachem Perl
Zev Portnoy
Felix I. Ramirez  
magna cum laude
Giovanni S. Ramos
Mayra Alejandro Reyes
Michal Jerzy Rogalski
Linda Rogers
Tasha Marie Rosa
Evans Rozier
Yehuda Mayer Rubel
Paula Salazar  
cum laude
Alicia Sanchez
Alexandrea L. Schiavone
Daniel Joseph Schmidt
Amy Edith Shankland
Sarvjeet Singh
Natacha Stittner  
magna cum laude
Mark Jacob Sokolowski
Nachum Jacob Soroka
Michael Sami Tadros
Nury Tejada
Dennis T. Textor
Ryan Thomas Tucker  
summa cum laude
Jiehye Uh
Charlotte T. Vaughn
Yendrie Villamar
Arleen Margaret von Salzen  
magna cum laude
Erich von Salzen  
magna cum laude
LaMarque DeAndre Ward
Avraham M. Weiss
Yonatan Ziegler

Bachelor of Arts
September 2011
Benjamin Abboudi
Laurie Marie Alfieri
Irene Arce  
summa cum laude
Niquira Leandra Benneman
Reuven C. Blobstein
Tiffany Gail Broomall  
cum laude
Christine Elting Brown
Christopher William Brugnoli  
summa cum laude
Lidia Virginia Caballero
Deana Renee Camisa  
magna cum laude
Lucero Ceballos  
Jae Hwan Choi  
Walter John Chowanec  
Jessica Correa Cruz  
Graciela Rivera Cuadra  
Julieta Davila  
Stephanie Nicole Dawson  

cum laude  
Ana Virginia De La Cruz  
Miguelina De Los Santos  
Jenny M. Deuel  
Yannick Tagaq Dingle  
Nicole DiPasquale  
Christopher J. DiQuinzio  
Carla J. Dominguez  
Jason Matthew Ducker  
Andrea Fernandez Duran  
Roy Kenneth Egbert, II  
Richard T. Erickson  

cum laude  
Livier Margarita Villasenor Estrella  
Dov Ber Feder  
Moshe A. Feld  
Theresa J. Feinstein  
Paola Fiallos  
magna cum laude  
J. Michael Fischer, Jr.  
magna cum laude  
Herber A. Flores  
Martha Briseno Frausto  
Jason Daniel Galante  
Mauricio Garcia-Amaya  
Gary Donald Gensch  
Theresa Gilson  
Barry W. Gray  
Jordan R. Grodko  
Marco Guerra  
Dov B. Halpern  
Cathy Ann Harvey  
Zev Daniel Hofstedter  
Brandon C. Jacobs  
Chaim Moshe Korik  
Scott W. Kowalski  
Anna E. Kwiatkowska-Rey  
magna cum laude  
Justina Soojin Kwon  
Aaron Z. Lazar  
Ashley Marie Leszcynski  
Tamika Nakesha Levy  
Kleenfenzie Lightner  
Nichelle D. Luster  
Michael Charles Lyons  
Reuven Mann  
Jose A. Martinez  
Maria Eugenia Melendrez  
cum laude  
Ivan Mendez  
Juan Carlos Merino  
Daniel James Miller  

summa cum laude  
Eileen Miller  

summa cum laude  

Associate in Arts  
May 2012  
Miguel Angel Alcantara  
Marianny Giselle Amezquita  
Raquel Rosario Aranda  
Danielle Louise Benazet  
Nufergi Liseth Berbesi Soto  

A.A. Honors  
Glenn B. Betancourt  
Tyeesha T. Cabreja  
Fabiana Cacciaguerra  
Demetrious I. Camacho Jr.  
Janiela Campusano  
Natalia Chaparyan  

A.A. Honors  
Treisy Paola Diect  
Ashley T. Ellsworth  
Fransheska D. Ellsworth  
Nicolette Marie Federico  
Christopher Nicholas Fragoso  
Joemarie Garcia  
Stephanie Garcia  
Mariuxi N. Gilles  
Yilians Gonzalez  
Katherine Del Carmen Gutierrez  
John Anthony Hodges  

A.A. Honors  
Ebrahim Hyder  

A.A. Honors  
Veronica Marie Izquierdo  
Stephanie Earlene Ledyard  
Jaqueline T. Lewis  
Lais Marrero  
Asia Qurynn McMillan  
Ixa Herenia Mendoza  
Anni Belka Mercedes  
Lissett Maria Milano  

A.A. Honors  
Kathryn Mollica  
Hector Francisco Naquiche  

A.A. Honors  
Anthony NMN Payan  

A.A. Honors  
Sheryl Grace Prendegast-Rose  

A.A. Honors  
Robert Michael Rios  

A.A. Honors  
Brandon RJ Rodriguez  
Gladys Rodriguez  
Roxana Elizabeth Rosero Guarderas  
Julianette Shears-Gittens  
Adam Bernard Silverstein  

A.A. Honors  
Terri Stanton  

A.A. Honors  
Doris Swethitschnyj  
Jesus Tolentino  
Rishannabel Ubiera  

Metropolitan Campus  

31
Christian J. Cooper
Kristin Marie Creel
William A. Cullen
Dora Alicia Cypher
Dominic D’Amico
Wasyel Michael Dannysh, III
Felicia Faye Davis
Maxima Pena Castro De Salazar
Keith Patrick Dickson
Ebony Jiniki Diggs
Jeffrey P. Dinicola
Michael Joseph DiPaolo
Ester G. Doherty
Debra Donegan
Maureen Dow
Goncalo Nuno Duarte
Emil Dul
Eileen Marie Esposito
Clotilde Anne Ferry
Gina Marie Fresolone
Ilona Gedutiene
Gertrudys Genao
Edward A. George
Elly Goei
Erick Goncalves
Soraya Margarita Gonzalez
Marco Guerra
Raymond J. Gulbin
Elisa Natally Jarrin Haro
John B. Hayes
Robert B. Hemphill
Luke Haruhisa Higuchi
Zina Ayad Ibrahim
Anika L. Jackson
Danielle Simone Jarvis-Shubrick-Diaz
Deborah Johnson
Myron Louis Jordan
Jason Michael Kangas
Germana J. Kim
Ewa M. Krusinska
Andrew A. Kudrick, Jr.
Feridun Kul
David J. LaGrone
Marjiane Frances Lamattina
Nathaniel R. Lantz
Stephanie E. LaScala
Keith Andrew Lefferts
Kevin Francis Lowery
Jason Paul Mackie
Juanita E. Madrid
William Stephen Malast
John Malinski
Todd M. Malland
Jose Arquimedez Martinez
Karen McCoy Oliver
Tabatha Ann Mealey
Stephen P. Meduri
Ivan Mendez
Mark Allen Mensch
Walter L. Miller, III
Ana Belis Molinar
Joshua Matthew Moline
Hidalgo Montaño
Robert Jeffrey Montgomery
Andre Moreira
Charles Ira Munk
Sung Yang Park
Janneth Pasquale
AlTerek Shaundel Patterson
Ana Carolina Paz Agredo
Lisa M. Pereira
Marianne Perfetto
William Wayne Phillips
Carmen L. Pichardo
Scott Troy Poulton
Joanne M. Powers
Michael B. Reseter
Victor M. Roa
Ayasha Jamila Roberson
Diana C. Roberts
Juan A. Rodriguez
Robert Joseph Romano
David Rondon
Juan Richard Rozier, Jr.
Antonio Nico Sabas
Carla Fiorella Savage
Lauren Brittney Siciliano
Khalid F. Smith
Heidi Noel Smith-Ash
Byung Sup Song
Regina Spinella
Kelly Ann Sponeybarger
Alicia Marie Stewart
William Matthew Stitt
James Jude Stoddard
Willam A. Stuart, IV
Erik Jordan Swanson
Bland Telfair
Oren R. Thomas, IV
Sherine Rochelle Titus
Ashley Nicole Toth
Michael George Traendly
Esmeralda Trinidad
Claudia Liliana Uribe
Donald Francis Vardaro
Lupita Villalobos
Raul Gaston Sepulveda Villalon
Sharif Ahmad Waheedi
William Daniel Walsh
Carol Weber
Pamela White
Robert Thomas Whiteman
April Lynn Wilson
Joseph Louis Yacono, III
Mohammad Fahim Yarzai
Monica Yepes
Zaidullah Zaid
Renata Zajac
Michael J. Zimmer, Jr.

Master of Administrative Science
February 2012
Richard Alberto
Jeffery Scot Austin
Isabelle Lydie Rakotoarivelo
Macal E. Roy
Coubuma Alikaou Santana
Gregory Paul Saunders
Darren Gerhard Schwedes
David Joseph Scrivanic
Sandra M. Semenas
Janette Laverne Shaw
Michael A. Steinman
Suchetta Sineita Stephenson
Elizabeth Nancy Stoddard
Anita Patricia Tucker
Nicolas Vicchio
Lucia P. Yoplac
Maria Yoplac
Charmayne Alexis Young
Yakup Zoklu

Master of Administrative Science

September 2011
Nancy E. Adis
Talal Hamed Alyaqqobi
Hamad Obaid Alzaabi
Zai-U-Reesha Amzad
Walter James Andres, Jr.
Alyssa Marie Bennett
Baya Bensmail
Gregory Louis Borlan
Douglas Charles Cawley
Kimberly A. Clark-Byrne
Edward Whitaker Cobbs, Jr.
Eric William Crafton
Steven Cuenca
Richard Michael Cummings
Jack DaSilva
John F. Denner, Jr.
Susan L. DeRise
Michele M. Devine
Robert Dodd
Mitchell Reib Fenton
Brian A. Feuer
Luz Helena Flores
Michael Craig Garofano
Donna L. Giannetto
Oladis Ester Gomez
Jessica Gonzalez
Richard A. Grammar
Henry Joseph Grant
Napentha J. Gray
Luis G. Guzman, Jr.
Theresa Ann Jackson
Zoe U. Kirton
Kenneth A. Koonce
Alan Maurice Lee
Allan Lewis, Jr.
Alan J. Lieberman
Penelope Lopez
Roxxan Luberecki
Brian Michael Malast
John Patrick McGinn, Jr.
Sean Michael McKenna, Sr.
Michele Monique McRae-Ellis

José Manuel Mendoza-Nasser
Michael Henry Morgan
Alphonse Michael Muolo
Stephanie D. Myers
Beverly Jean Natale
Katie Audrey Olsen
Shana M. Parker
Alexander Michael Pearce
Heath Justin Per
William Charles Perkins
Ghulam Seddiq Rasuli
Scott Henry Reeves
Diego M. Restrepo
Eugene E. Rickle
Karen Riley
Wiston Giovanni Rios
Maria Helena Rojas
Rocco G. Santorsola
Rufi Santos
Samara G. Scheckman
Matthew M. Shillitani
Dalila Solorzano
Jerrell Sportwood
Frederick Andrew Stein-Smith
Georges Charles Theodule
Fabrizio Trezza
Muhammad Tariq Umar
Kevin Troy Urban

Master of Science

May 2012
Massiel Baez
Vanessa Jimenez
Jamia Elees Malone
Nancy J. Noyes
Luis E. Osorio

Master of Science

February 2012
Porfirio Alequine
Jeffrey Alan Butcher
Louis J. Eswood, III
Franklin Hernandez
Dennis Brian Lukasiewicz
Tyrone Elzie Stepter

Master of Science

September 2011
Jill Anne Bennett
John M. Cheng
Monique Eugina Dass
Vincent Eric Etzel
Patrick Sean Kelligan
Daniel Adam Kristan

Master of Sports Administration

May 2012
Grebin E. Agramonte
Jim Biringer
Kyle John Bukowiec
Joseph Nicholas Delchop
Michael J. DellaBarca
Joseph Michael Geraghty
Jessica Anne Sanders
Joseph Lawrence Tormey
Priscilla Fernanda Jara Velez
Bachelor of Science
February 2012
Carolina Rios Guarin
Bachelor of Science
September 2011
Garam Lee
cum laude

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION INSTITUTE

Master of Public Administration
May 2012
Alejandrina Alejo
Haila S. Al Gadi
Abdulrahman A. Al-Ganawi
Majid Mohammed Alharbi
Tahany Ali Alshihri
Eman Ibrahim ATTales
Lawrence C. Anderson
Juan Carlos Arroyave
Leonard Albert Averhoff
Aminatou Bah-Hamzaoui
Robert Lee Baldwin, Jr.
Yuying Bao
Rossy Odily Barzola
Susan Belloq
Barry Duwan Benson
Lys Rubens Blanc
Dawn Y. Blue
Niekeda Elyse Bourgeois
Leon Percival Britton, Jr.
Lawson Davidson Browne
Sarah Ann Buck
Rabab Abdullah Budayr
Brenda A. Burroughs
Cheryl Aletteh Cameron
Matthew Albert Cavallo
Michael Patrick Ciaccio
Alfred Carl Claus, III
Erick A. Collado
Jennifer Demosthene
Yeming Ding
Schaniek Tiyanna Easley
Blanche Marie Eckerd
Thomas H. Engleke
Joshua Feng
Laura Janet Gilcher
Gail B. Glover
Denise Marie Gourdine
Vanessa Gross
Binbing He
Ursula Diane Herald
Riva J. Heyliger-Hooper
Clarence Edward Hilliard
Karen Mae Holloway
Jianping Huang
Alicia Annette Jackson

William Michael Jackson
Sakeema Monice James
Jhonny Stanley Janvier
GuangYu Jiang
Reyn John
Sudha Parimala Kali
Danielle Marie Kasparyan
Bhavesh Girishbhai Ladumor
Keith Thomas Ludwig
Elaine J. Marcin
Robert E. Mays
John C. McLellan
Krunal Y. Mevada
John Alan Mitchell
Shukhrat Muminov
Marlin Murga
Indranee Narisety
Edward Nestor
Charles A. Odei
Dipenkumar Rameshchandra Patel
Hipal Mukundbhai Patel
Ravi Dinesh Patel
Vishnu G. Patel
Leroy Peterson, III
Gloria M. Pierre-Louis
Alina Alexandrovna Pliatkovskaia
Laurie M. Price
Gautami Sonty Venkata Punna
Yvette Marietta Ramos
Nigeria Amora Reaves
Robert J. Reilly
Michael Gerard Reinke
Miguel Angel Reyes
Corey Lonnie Reynolds
Angelica Nicole Richardson
Alexandra Beth Rodriguez
Catherine Rodriguez
Anibal Rosario, Jr.
Michael P. Schambach
Dhruvangi Pravinbhai Sharma
Damien A. Small
Abhay Bharat Soni
Christopher Gregory Sorhaindo
Denise Suarez
Rodney Kyle Taylor
Jacqueline Thompson-Walker
Algernee Ann Thorne
Kuan Tian
Amanda Marie Townsend
Leon Tucker, Jr.
Yasen Wang
Gregory Tareek Washington
Tyesha LaRae Washington
Uri Weingarten
Beverly Modonna Worrell-Gilkes
Manli Xiao
Ying Ying Zhang
Ran Zhao
Jun Zheng

Metropolitan Campus
Master of Public Administration
February 2012
Ashwini Achar
Ibrahim Hamd Al Ghamedi
Mohammed Ibrahim Alotaibi
Fatima Salman Al Owaisher
Hamed Ganem Alqahtane
Leonel A. Araujo
Carlos Augusto Berges
Walter Lewis Blend, Jr.
Caroline Donawa Brossard
Hsiehchiou Chang
Selena A. Edwards
Xuan Hong
John Carlos Inagaki
Sharon M. Johnson
Jayanthi Kuppireddy
Yen-Hung Lee
Deborah A. Lewis-Pointdujour
Liang-Ta Lin
Nancy S. Niles
Kajnarong Pitrachat
Sandeep Muralidhar Polsani
Michael Charles Russo
Yutao Sun
Janine Patricia Urquhart-Wilson
Michael Vozza

Master of Public Administration
September 2011
Mohammed Mudith Aldawsari
Abdullah Saleh Alhaidari
Nehal Tusharbhai Chandramauli
Jacqueline Maria Grant
Danielle M. Kaszuba
FDU-Vancouver

DEGREE CANDIDATES
The candidates from FDU-Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, who have qualified for their degrees during the 2011–2012 academic year are recommended to the Board of Trustees by the Faculty of Fairleigh Dickinson University for the degrees indicated.

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE:
ARTS • SCIENCES • PROFESSIONAL STUDIES

LEE GILDART AND OSWALD HAASE SCHOOL OF COMPUTER SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Science
May 2012
Olusanmi Fabode

Bachelor of Science
September 2011
Jose Estevao Santos Dias
Janny Fransisca

SILBERMAN COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
Bachelor of Science
May 2012
Aseel Najeeb Almahfoodh magn cum laude
Hai Hua cum laude
Abduraouf Khalifa
Ken Kitashiro
Tafadzwa Sharon Nyandoro cum laude
Gayoung Shin cum laude
Tat Wing So
Denice Kristen See Uy magna cum laude
Seungheon Yang

Bachelor of Science
February 2012
Rakan Solaiman Alhamad cum laude
Doha Marwan Almoallim
Ruvimbo Wendy Mavhunga cum laude
Anant Rahul Nandkeolyar
Ailton Neto Schoemberger

Bachelor of Science
September 2011
Kefan He
Hiroshi Kimura magna cum laude

ANTHONY J. PETROCELLI COLLEGE OF CONTINUING STUDIES
Bachelor of Arts
May 2012
Reem Abdullah S Al Habdan
Mehak Choudhari
Daniela Del Boccio
Carolina Dos Santos Gijon
Ai Cheng Lee
Yan Li
Yang Li
Dalf Lin
Yu-Han Lin
Manninder Kaur Sandhar
Ramandeep Sharma
Jashanjit Singh
Vikramjeet Singh
Zihao Wang
Xiao Yan
Man You

Bachelor of Arts
February 2012
Jose Arnon Dos Santos Filho
Pablo Vinicius Fermin Farina
Carlos Eduardo Nakashima
Gustavo Rodrigues
Jing Wei Wang
Cheolhwan Yoon
Wenjie Zhong

Bachelor of Arts
September 2011
Juliana Grossi Fiorentino magna cum laude
Lin Wang

SCHOOL OF ADMINISTRATIVE SCIENCE
Master of Administrative Science
May 2012
Mona Saad Alasmari
Siham Khaldoon Alkhalifa
Khaled Ali Alshahrani
Jaime Alonso Gonzalez Guzman
Jaspreet Singh Jagpal
Hao Jin
Erkan Kara
Sri Harsha Koka
Lung Chiu Li
Kamalpreet Singh Sidhu
Gulsah Suicmez
Lu Xu

Master of Administrative Science
February 2012
Rahul Bahel
Xiao Lu Cao
Min Ji Kim
Kanghyun Lee
Ying Ying Liang
Chia-Chien Lin
Jian Zhou